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Abstract
This thesis addresses the absence of frameworks for collaborative interpreting
Indigenous archaeological sites. I discuss my experience of descendant-centered
collaboration with representatives from Dakota communities to create two interpretive
signs for Macalester’s Katharine Ordway Natural History Study Area (KONHSA). I
worked with Tribal Historic Preservation Officers from Upper Sioux Community, Lower
Sioux Indian Community, and Prairie Island Indian Community to determine sign
content and design. In this work, I examine the history of the land currently called
KONHSA from an archaeological perspective. Then, I discuss the history of archaeology
and Cultural Resource Management (CRM) as an oppressive practice, and I argue for
collaborative methods based in frameworks of Indigenous archaeology. To
contextualize the signs I made collaboratively, I analyze relevant concurrent
discussions around Indigenous representation in the Twin Cities, as well as on Dakota
sites with interpretive signage. I also reflect upon my experience of the collaborative
process. Finally, I provide recommendations for the future at KONHSA and at
Macalester College. Overall, I argue that interpreters must center descendant voices in
their interpretive process using collaborative methods, and that Macalester College
must invite Indigenous collaborators to continue interpreting the land at KONHSA in
order to make the college more inclusive as a whole. These words reflect my own
experiences and opinions.
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Introduction
Before beginning, I would like to first acknowledge that Macalester College, the
institution which oversees this thesis, is on Dakota land, specifically the Sisseton and Wahpeton
bands, who were forcibly exiled from their homelands of Mni Sota Makoce because of aggressive
and persistent violent settler colonialism. Macalester’s Katharine Ordway Natural History Study
Area (KONHSA), the focus of this thesis, is on the land of the Mdewakanton band of Dakota. I say
this statement in accordance with Macalester’s land acknowledgment to honor the Dakota people,
ancestors, and descendants, as well as the land itself (Department of Multicultural Life 2018).
Some of Macalester College’s founders played roles in the exile of the Dakota people and
Macalester acts as a gatekeeper to their access to their homelands today. As a white student of
this institution, it is my job to continue to challenge myself and my community to not only
acknowledge our roles in this ongoing dialogue, but to actively work to build reparative and just
relationships with the communities we have marginalized.

Walking the trails at Macalester’s Katharine Ordway Natural History Study Area
(hereafter referred to as KONHSA) during the last week of field school in 2018, I asked
my advisor, Scott Legge, what would happen to the artifacts after I helped the Science
Museum of Minnesota accession them. Looking over his shoulder, he replied that they
would sit in boxes until someone decided to do something with them. “Are you
serious?” I exclaimed, “But these sites have so much potential! How can we make them
accessible to the descendant communities? You mean all this work is for nothing?” We
had just spent four weeks excavating a pre-contact archaeological site: digging, hauling
dirt, finding artifacts, and making diligent records of the excavation units. “It’s not for
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nothing,” he replied. “You know what we’re doing here. We’re evaluating the site’s
significance in order to recommend appropriate conservation and protection methods.
You took my class.”
I knew the reason for excavating, having recently completed my course on
Cultural Resource Management (CRM) Archaeology in the United States, but I felt
uncomfortable knowing that little would actually change about people’s knowledge of
KONHSA once field season was over. “Can’t we do something to share these sites with
others? This is physical proof of Macalester occupying Dakota land. It would be great if
we could work with descendants to use the sites as educational tools,” I said. “That
would be a great honors project,” he replied. “But it would require a person who could
devote their energy to it over a long period of time.” On that July day, the seeds of this
project were planted.
Macalester College’s biological and ecological field research station KONHSA
holds four pre-contact archaeological sites. The sites represent a depth of Indigenous—
specifically Mdewakanton Dakota—presence that reaches back at least 2,500 years.
Until now, there has been no major effort to integrate Dakota history or teachings into
any aspect of KONHSA’s interpretation. The research station has focused exclusively on
natural resource management, thereby erasing the land’s connection to the
Mdewakanton Dakota people.
Since the spring of 2019, I have worked with representatives from Upper Sioux
Community, Lower Sioux Indian Community, and Prairie Island Indian Community to
create interpretive signs for the trailhead that will educate visitors on some aspects of
the Dakota cultural history in relation to the land. KONHSA has the potential to teach
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people many lessons—about Dakota values, history, and traditions; about how to be a
good relative to the environment. I argue that the people most suited to teach these
lessons are the descendants of those who have lived there for thousands of years—
those whose voices have been hidden by centuries of persistent and violent settler
colonialism. Settler colonialism, as defined by scholar Patrick Wolfe, is a form of
imperialism that employs a “logic of elimination,” actively seeking to replace the
Native population with colonizers (Wolfe 2001, 868). In order to combat the erasure of
Indigenous voices, I worked collaboratively with Mdewakanton Dakota individuals to
center their voices in the signs themselves. While I have knowledge of the archaeology
at KONHSA, I do not have the perspective of a descendant from the area.
Because of archaeology’s history of dominating Indigenous historical narratives,
I argue it is imperative that archaeologists build relationships with Indigenous
communities when interpreting archaeological sites. In order to do so, archaeologists
must let go of the discipline’s empirical frameworks and epistemologies and center
Indigenous viewpoints and voices. They must go beyond the model of consultation to a
model of collaboration.
Consultation, as mandated for federal projects by Section 106 of the 1966
National Historic Preservation Act, means that tribal officials must approve excavation
propositions (more on this in chapter 2). Some museums and CRM firms apply this
consultative approach when interpreting archaeological material, where they present
their material to tribal governments to approve. Interpreters rarely follow a
collaborative approach, where they include Indigenous groups in all stages of
interpretation, and center Indigenous voices.
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I opted to pursue a collaborative—as opposed to a consultative—approach to
create interpretive signs that might teach visitors about the land’s importance to
Dakota people. Drawing upon frameworks of Indigenous Archaeology, which is
conducted “with, and for Indigenous peoples,” I held my partners’ views as most
important to the project (Wobst 2005, 15). As a non-Indigenous white person, I knew I
could not rely on my voice to make signs that could capture perspectives from Dakota
descendants of the area. I reached out to all four federally recognized Dakota
communities in Minnesota, and I have official collaborators from three. I worked with
representatives from Upper Sioux Community, Lower Sioux Indian Community, and
Prairie Island Indian Community. Our main collaboration took the form of
conversations and conference calls where we workshopped the signage content and
design (More information in chapters 4 and 5).
I also drew from Postcolonial theory by Indigenous scholars to inform my work.
Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s seminal work Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous
Peoples (2012) informed me about the language of decolonization and non-Indigenous
people’s role in it. She argues that decolonizing the past involves “centring [sic]
[Indigenous] concerns and world views and then coming to know and understand
theory and research from [Indigenous] perspectives and for [Indigenous] purposes”
(Tuhiwai Smith 2012, 41). Non-Native people can take part in decolonizing efforts by
putting Indigenous voices at the forefront of their own work.
Some may ask why this project is not ethnography. Utilizing the ethnographic
method which Macalester College teaches as standard practice, developed by James P.
Spradley, would reflect a hegemonic way of presenting marginalized voices. Spradley’s
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method purports to help people study culture (Spradley 2016). Studying implies
extraction of knowledge from the voices of people who, together, represent aspects of a
single culture. An ethnographer’s use of direct quotes from interviews with informants,
while appearing to center informants’ voices, actually takes their words out of context
for the ethnographer’s own benefit. An ethnographer, especially one not “native” to a
culture, extracts information from their informants—in the form of direct quotes—in
order to make an argument. Instead of choosing specific words from my collaborators
and using them to back up my own arguments, I worked collaboratively with my
partners toward a common goal. Although I did transcribe many hours of
conversations, I do not use any direct quotes from conference calls or conversations in
this thesis. Doing so would reflect the extractive process of ethnography. My
collaborators’ voices live in the signs themselves and within the process of creating
them. This thesis represents my own voice and reflections on the collaborative process
based on my positionality and uses my privileged identity to appeal to other nonNative interpreters to practice collaboration.
This project is particularly pertinent in our current climate. The Twin Cities of
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minnesota, are currently engaged in heated debates around
centering Indigenous voices in historical narratives. Discussions occur around
interpreted historical sites, such as the Minnesota Historical Society’s Historic Fort
Snelling at Bdote, as well as at Indian Mounds Regional Park, and even at Macalester
College itself (more on this in chapter 3). Discussions around Indigenous presence occur
at the national and global levels, too. In 2015, President Obama of the United States
officially stripped Mt. Denali of its colonial name, Mt. McKinley, bringing the
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Athabascan name into the public eye and prompting heated debate among both the
American public and government (Hirschfield Davis 2015). With regard to archaeology,
over the past thirty years, Indigenous activists in Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and
the United States have brought about a new framework for archaeological inquiry
called Indigenous archaeology, based in Indigenous-created theories and
methodologies such as Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and
Indigenous Peoples (2012). Across the globe, Indigenous nations are reclaiming their own
names for places, making people of all backgrounds recognize Indigenous presence and
confront the colonial legacies of the places they live.
The Dakota people and their ancestors have lived in what is now called
Minnesota and the surrounding lands for over 10,000 years, and no place more
perfectly illustrates this fact than KONHSA. The land presents an opportunity for nonNative visitors—Macalester students, faculty, and staff, as well as members of the
general public—to confront the deep history of Dakota presence and to learn why the
Dakota remain exiled from their homelands to this day.
Throughout this thesis, I will move from a contextual background that informed
the project, to a reflection of the process itself, to recommendations for the land’s
future. This text, while about collaboration, reflects my own perspectives on the
process. Because I entered this interpretive endeavor from a background in
archaeology, in Chapter 1 I give the archaeological perspective of KONHSA’s cultural
history, and present the data gathered in 2013 and 2018 excavations on the property. I
argue that KONHSA can be seen as part of a larger cultural landscape that spans spatial
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and temporal distance, but that an archaeological perspective can only capture some of
that depth.
Because of archaeology’s legacy of diminishing the importance and nuances of
Indigenous history and culture specifically in the United States, archaeologists must go
beyond federally mandated consultation and work to employ a descendant-centered
collaboration when interpreting archaeological sites. In Chapter 2 I give a brief history
of archaeology within the United States and its evolving purposes to give context for
why I employed the methods I used to collaborate and create signs. In Chapter 3 I give
an overview of relevant concurrent discussions of Indigenous representation in the
Twin Cities, as well as descriptions of existing interpretive signage in order to argue
that collaboration with Indigenous groups creates the most effective narrative, and
that discussions of inclusive history focused on Indigenous perspectives are a part of
Minnesota’s public consciousness. In Chapter 4 I show the completed signs I created in
collaboration with Dakota representatives and explain the reasons behind the included
images and texts. In Chapter 5 I reflect upon the collaborative process, sharing the
main takeaways from my work with both Dakota and non-Dakota collaborators. I also
reflect on the main challenges I faced when attempting to understand and portray
Indigenous ways of knowing and thinking about the world. In Chapter 6 I put forth
recommendations for the future of the sites at KONHSA, as well as Macalester’s role in
creating a more collaborative and welcoming environment for Indigenous people.
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A Note on Orthography and Spelling of Dakota Words
There are many ways to spell Dakota words, and many orthographies used to
type them. For place names, I refer to the most common spelling and orthography, or
use the orthography from the source I reference in the text. I italicize non-English
terms and concepts, both Dakota and non-Dakota. This methodology is intended to
reflect the multitudinal ways the Dakota language is expressed in writing and to
preserve the context for each source.
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Chapter 1: History of the Land from an Archaeological Perspective
Cultural History of the Region
Using archaeology as a lens, it is possible to glean precise details about how
people used specific places within a landscape, but this narrow focus does not capture a
holistic view of the land Dakota people call their home: Mni Sota Makoce, the land
where the waters reflect the clouds. In fact, it poses the danger of presenting the sites
as isolated places, when in fact they are keyholes into a complex and many-layered
history. Even more dangerously, it potentially fixes Indigenous peoples in a distant
past. This chapter seeks to put the sites at KONHSA in conversation with a landscape as
defined by archaeologists, because that is the training I received before beginning this
project of interpretation. Because I am not Dakota, and have no Indigenous
background, I cannot speak to a holistic view of these sites as part of Mni Sota Makoce.
My training in archaeology allows me to place them within the context I was taught to
see, which is characterized by somewhat arbitrary periods of time divided and named
by archaeologists. I present this history, in this framework to demonstrate how people
could view the sites, as well as to show the impersonality of it, and to contrast it with
the final outcome of the signs themselves. For context, KONHSA has four identified
archaeological sites: Ordway 1 (21DK96), Ordway 2 (21DK97), Ordway 3 (21DK98), and
Ordway Island (21DK99) (sites mapped in figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1 USGS map with 3 concentrations of shovel tests designated Ordway 1, 2, 3, and Island. Inver
Grove Heights Quadrangle, 7.5-minute series. (Legge et al. 2013). Image used with permission.

Dakota Origin Stories
Dakota creation stories vary between members of the Oceti Sakowin, the seven
council fires or the seven bands that make up the Dakota Nation (Westerman & White
2012). Thus, describing a single narrative in this thesis cannot encompass the
complexity and depth of Dakota origins. Dr. Chris Mato Nunpa, of the Wahpeton band
of Dakota, in a video for the Bdote Memory Map project states that Mdewakanton
people know Bdote—the confluence of Ȟaha Wakpa and Wakpa Mnisota (the
Mississippi and Minnesota Rivers, respectively)—as the place of genesis for all Dakota
people (Minnesota Humanities Center, Allies: Media/Art, et al. 2012a&b, Westerman &
White 2012). According to one story, here the Creator made the first man and woman
using mud from Ina Maka, Mother Earth (Westerman & White 2012). For many
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Mdewakanton Dakota people, Bdote is the most sacred place in the world. Dakota
people continue to maintain a relationship with Mni Sota Makoce today.

Paleoindian Period
Once the Laurentide Ice sheet retreated after the most recent glaciation,
hunter-gatherer populations moved into what is now known as the Upper Midwest
(including Minnesota, parts of Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa, and Illinois). This period,
from approximately 12,000 to 9,400 or 9,500 BCE (Buhta et al. 2011; Fleming et al. 2018)
is called the Paleoindian period. Archaeological evidence of Paleoindian sites in the
Midwest suggests that the people during this time period hunted megafauna (Fleming
et al. 2018). While there is no evidence of habitation at KONHSA during the Paleoindian
period, the nearest site with a Paleoindian component lies approximately 12 miles
downriver at the Bremer site (21DK006), where the single indicator of human presence
is the base of a Paleoindian style agate projectile point (Fleming et al. 2018). Following
the megafauna, people during this time likely traveled long distances and were
nomadic, so the land that is now KONHSA was part of a much more mobile and
extensive landscape than at any other time in the archaeological timeline.

Archaic Period
The Archaic Period is generally defined as the period from 9,500 to 500 BCE,
before ceramic technology arose (Buhta et al. 2017). It is the longest archaeological
period, and although there is little artifactual representation, it is reasonable to assume
that cultures varied during those 9,000 years. No material at KONHSA can be directly
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dated to the Archaic period, but sites on Spring Lake, including Lee Mill Cave
(21DK002), Bremer (21DK006), and Ranelius (21DK004) have archaic components
(Fleming et al. 2018). Because Archaic peoples were generally nomadic huntergatherers, it is reasonable to assume that what is now the KONHSA property was within
their consciousness as a possible place to hunt and fish (Fleming et al. 2018).

Woodland Period
The Woodland era, 500 BCE to 1250 CE, is typified by more permanent village
centers with changing peripheral campsites for seasonal subsistence strategies
(Fleming et al. 2018). Some scholars argue that as population centers grew, Woodland
peoples were forced to rely more upon agriculture than in the past (Theler and
Boszhardt 2006). Woodland period sites are common in Dakota County, where KONHSA
is located, and they outnumber sites with components from any other period, showing
that Woodland cultures were widespread along the Minnesota and Mississippi Rivers
(Fleming et al. 2018). Village sites with associated mound groups on Spring Lake show
high concentrations of Woodland-era presence, such as the Bremer Site (21DK006),
Ranelius (21DK004), and the Sorg Site (21DK001) (Fleming et al. 2018). Multiple ceramic
styles are named for examples from these sites, namely the Sorg Type and the Bremer
Triangular Punctate (Legge et al. 2013). It is likely that the sites at KONHSA were the
periphery of the villages on Spring Lake, campsites that changed slightly in location
from year to year.
Native peoples inhabited the land that is now KONHSA and the surrounding
landscape most intensively throughout what is known as the Woodland period, from
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500 BCE to 1200 CE (Fleming et al. 2018). There is evidence of early habitation from the
Early/Initial Woodland period at 21DK96 from a large ceramic vessel and chipping
debris from making stone tools. In the Middle Woodland era, people inhabited 21DK97,
leaving behind a large vessel, chipping debris, a charcoal lens, and a post-mold from
some kind of dwelling. Currently there is not enough information to determine the use
of the potential structure, but it is evident that there was an intentional fire (Legge et
al. 2013). In the Late Woodland era, people inhabited 21DK96 again, leaving behind
ceramic sherds and chipping debris. They also did the same at 21DK97, just closer to the
river this time. At 21DK98, some weathered sherds point to a Late Woodland occupation
there, as well.
The ceramics at KONHSA are directly connected to the Spring Lake traditions.
The ceramics at 21DK96 that represent the Early Woodland are probably of the type
called Fox Lake Bossed, connecting them to Fox Lake of South-Central Minnesota.
Middle Woodland Ceramics at 21DK97 represent the Havanoid Sorg type, a decoration
type named for the Sorg site on Spring Lake (Legge et al. 2013). The Late Woodland
ceramics at 21DK97 from 2018 represent the Bremer Triangular Punctate design, named
for ceramics from the Bremer site on Spring Lake.

Late Precontact Period
Between about 1200-1650 CE, the Spring Lake area, of which KONHSA is a part,
was characterized by the material culture which archaeologists call “Oneota,” named
for the upper part of the Iowa River, which was once called the Oneota River. The thin,
globular ceramic vessels representative of this material culture are present along the
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Mississippi and Ohio Rivers, all the way down to Cahokia, near St. Louis, Missouri.
Spring Lake sites, including Lee Mill Cave (21DK002), Bremer Village (21DK006), and the
Ranelius site (21DK004) have Oneota ceramics with influences from Mississippian and
Hopewellian cultures (Fleming et al. 2018). The KONHSA property has no artifacts
attributed to the Late Pre-contact era, but the sites’ proximity to the cultural centers of
Oneota material on Spring Lake suggests the area was part of the known landscape.

Fur Trade Period
In the mid-1600s, the French entered the area now called Minnesota to hunt and
trap for furs. Traders and the Dakota people interacted, sometimes in collaboration,
sometimes in tension. The French set up fur trade posts; the closest one, the Sioux Post
at Lake Pepin downriver, was established in 1727 in an effort to create a barrier
between tribes. They believed they could interrupt conflicts and wars between tribes
(Westerman & White 2012). During this time, the French named the area where
KONHSA is located “Pin de Tour,” due to the presence of White Pine trees (Case 1915).
The name for the bend in the Mississippi remains in an anglicized format: Pine Bend.
The KONHSA sites have no material from this era.

Treaty Era
19th century treaties give context to the history of the KONHSA property, as
they affected how Dakota people used the land surrounding it. As white settlers moved
west, they encountered Native peoples occupying land which the settlers saw as their
own. In 1825, as white settlers pressured the Mdewakanton Dakota, leaders Grand
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Partisan and Medicine Bottle split from Little Crow’s village at Kaposia, settling at Pine
Bend and Grey Cloud Island in Spring Lake, respectively (Anfinson et al. 2003; Babcock
1945).
The Treaty of 1837 forced all Dakota people to the West of the Mississippi River
(Poinsett 1904). Case (1915) claims that at this time Chief Medicine Bottle relocated his
village to Pine Bend. The exact location of the village is unconfirmed via archaeological
methods, and there is no material evidence of it within the KONHSA property
boundaries, but the land now known as KONHSA was likely part of the landscape of that
village, as it is located in the Pine Bend area. A map (figure 1.2) of the Southern
Minnesota waterways in Dakota language points out Chief Medicine Bottle’s (Wa-kan’-o´zan-zan’) name in Dakota where Pine Bend exists today (Durand 1994).

Figure 1.2 Closeup of untitled map by Paul Durand’s Where the Waters Gather and the Rivers Meet: An Atlas of
the Eastern Sioux, accessed at the Minnesota Historical Society (1994). Photo by author.
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In 1851, the Treaty of Traverse des Sioux and the Treaty of Mendota forced all
Dakota onto reservations (Mitchell & Fitzpatrick 1904a&b). Chief Medicine Bottle and
his people were forcibly removed from the land, and he died in 1851. His name was
passed onto his nephew, who fought in the U.S.-Dakota War of 1862 and who was
hanged at Fort Snelling at Bdote in 1865 (Wamditanka & Holcombe 1894). Although the
execution occurred over a decade after the Dakota’s removal from Pine Bend, the
connection between the land upon which KONHSA sits and the genocide of the Dakota
people is evident.

History of the KONHSA Property
When European settlers invaded, they implemented ideas of land ownership
that had never before applied to the land that would become KONHSA. The following
details the land’s history after white settlers assigned it monetary value. Dakota county
was formed in 1848 with the establishment of the Minnesota Territory (Dakota County
Historical Society 2019). In the late 1800s, after the US government expelled the Dakota
from the state, Dakota County platted the land that included KONHSA for subdivision
and purchase by individual landowners. The earliest digitally available plat map dates
to 1874 (Hoenck, Hoenck & Roosen 1874). During this time, two railroads were installed,
which continue to run through the property to this day (Legge et al. 2013). The plat
lines for roads remain on record today, although no one has built roads through the
property.
According to oral history accounts, a white family called the Hulmes owned the
property in the first half of the 20th century, where they had a small barn. In 2011,
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Jerald Dosch and Michael Anderson, the director and caretaker at KONHSA interviewed
three brothers whose grandfather owned the land in the early to mid-1900s. According
to the brothers, their Grandfather Hulme maintained a small crop of corn and rented
out the barn to visitors, who grazed a few cattle (Dosch 2011). Macalester purchased the
land from them in 1967.
In 1967, Katharine Ordway of the St. Paul Ordway family gave Macalester
College a gift of $150,000 to purchase land for a biological and ecological field research
station (Macalester College n.d.). Katharine Ordway, known widely as “the lady who
saved the prairies,” asked for at least some of the property to be maintained as prairie,
which remains the case today (Blair and Kells 1989). Macalester College built a field
station building on the property in 1968 (Dakota County Historical Society n.d.). The
property has been used primarily for ecological and biological studies, as well as for
natural history education for students of all ages.

Archaeological Investigations: 2013-2018
In 2012, Macalester College acquired a conservation easement with the help of
the Friends of the Mississippi River to permanently protect 150 of the approximately
280 acres of land at the KONHSA property. The document means that no entity can ever
develop those acres (Laskin 2012). The easement implicitly protects the archaeological
material from destruction in the name of development but provides no specific
stipulations for their protection.
In the early 2010s, Macalester began to examine the cultural resources at
KONHSA. In 2013 and 2018, Dr. Scott Legge and Dr. Ed Fleming of the Science Museum
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of Minnesota taught a Cultural Resource Management Archaeology class where
students identified four sites on the property dating to before European Contact.
Macalester donated all artifacts to the Science Museum of Minnesota for their
collections, where I cleaned and catalogued the artifacts and put the data into the
museum database. A report by Scott Legge, myself, and Ed Fleming is in process for the
Pine Bend survey (Legge et al n.d). There are no current plans for a report on the Phase
II excavation at KONHSA.

Archaeological Data
In 2013, Dr. Scott Legge and Dr. Ed Fleming taught a Cultural Resource
Management (CRM) class at Macalester College, where students learned the history of
archaeology in the United States and the methods of CRM archaeology, which is meant
to protect and preserve sites (Information on CRM can be found in chapter 2). The final
project included completing a literature review of the Native occupation of the land
where Macalester’s Katharine Ordway Natural History Study Area (KONHSA) is located
in Inver Grove Heights, Minnesota. That summer, Dr. Legge and Dr. Fleming, along with
five Macalester students, conducted a Phase I CRM survey of the KONHSA property.
This Phase I survey consisted of shovel testing, digging approximately 50x50 cm2 shovel
tests, going down 10 cm at a time, and screening the dirt for artifacts. The intention of
Phase I testing is to identify whether or not an archaeological site is present, so that
further research may be done in order to potentially nominate the site for protection
under the National Register of Historic Places (Anfinson 2011). Over four weeks of
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survey, the group identified four pre-contact archaeological sites: Ordway 1 (21DK96),
Ordway 2 (21DK97), Ordway 3 (21DK98), and Ordway Island (21DK99) (Legge et. al. 2013).
Ordway 1, at the southernmost tip of the property, consists of lithic chipping
debris, the byproduct of stone tool production, as well as many pieces (sherds) from
ceramic vessels. The ceramics of the site reveal that the site was inhabited at least
twice, or that it has two components. The first component is Early Woodland, as
identified by the 38 sherds from a large, grit-tempered cordmarked vessel with bosses
around the rim. This vessel fits the type known as Prairie bossed. Thirteen grittempered cordmarked sherds from the upper levels of the unit demonstrate a Late
Woodland component to the site (Legge et al. 2013).
Ordway 2 produced positive shovel tests containing lithic chipping debris and
ceramic sherds, as well as a charcoal lens and a post mold stain in the soil. The ceramics
included one large sherd from the body of a vessel identified as Havanoid, and likely of
the Sorg variety found at the Sorg site on Spring Lake to the south (Legge et al. 2013).
Ordway 3, at the northern end of the property, contained lithic chipping debris, firecracked rock, and two grit tempered cordmarked body sherds from a Late Woodland
Vessel. The site also produced four historic artifacts (Legge et al. 2013).
On Ordway Island, the group first employed a Pedestrian Survey before
implementing shovel tests. Pedestrian Survey involves walking the area in transects
and scanning the surface for artifacts (Anfinson 2011). The group found no artifacts
that could diagnose when people inhabited the site, such as diagnostic ceramics, but
did find a surface scatter of flaked cobble tools and shells, as well as fire-cracked rock
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and shell beneath the surface. The high concentration of shell indicates the area was
used for processing shells for consumption (Legge et al. 2013).
In the summer of 2016, Dr. Legge and Dr. Fleming hired geophysicists from
Archaeo-Physics to do survey at Ordway 1, 2, and 3. They used magnetic field gradient,
ground penetrating radar (GPR), and magnetic susceptibility to look at subsurface
features (Jones 2017). The survey identified potential places of interest for further
excavation. Some of their findings have been ground-truthed, while many have yet to
be tested.
In the spring of 2018, I took Dr. Scott Legge and Dr. Ed Fleming’s Cultural
Resource Management class at Macalester. The final project involved performing a
literature review of the Pine Bend region of Minnesota in preparation to do a Phase I
CRM excavation at the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Pine Bend
Bluffs Scientific and Natural Area in Inver Grove Heights, just to the south of KONHSA.
Due to 2018’s long winter, the class was unable to conduct the survey. Dr. Legge
hired me as his summer research assistant in 2018, when I edited and compiled the
literature review materials into a concise CRM-style report and acted as an assistant to
Dr. Fleming’s archaeology field school at the Science Museum of Minnesota. The field
school involved completing the Phase I survey at Pine Bend, as well as doing a Phase II
excavation at Ordway 2. Phase II excavation involves evaluating the site in order to
develop a management and protection plan, as well as to determine the site’s
significance for a potential nomination to the National Register of Historic Places
(Anfinson 2011).
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Figure. 1.3 Aerial Image of 2018 21DK97 Excavations. Photo courtesy of Brad Belbas, 2018.

We opened two excavation units at 21DK97, called Blocks 1 and 2 (figure 1.3).
Block 1 was two meters by three meters wide and Block 2 was two meters by two
meters wide. Block 1, which was laid adjacent to the feature and post mold found in
2013, contained almost exclusively ceramics. Of note were three large grit-tempered,
decorated Middle Woodland rim sherds, which re-fit. Additionally, the unit contained
Late Woodland sherds of the type Bremer Triangular Punctate, named for the Bremer
site on Spring Lake. It also contained sparse charcoal.
Block 2, approximately 10 meters to the east of Block 1, was two meters by two
meters wide. It contained many sherds attributed to the Late Woodland period from
various vessels. Most sherds were grit-tempered and cordmarked, and some had
Bremer Triangular Puncate, some had round punctate decorations, and some had cordwrapped stick impressed decorations. The field school also conducted six more shovel
tests at Ordway 3 and just north, all of which were negative for pre-contact material.
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The Phase I survey at Pine Bend identified two pre-contact archaeological sites,
referred to as Test Area 1 and Test Area 2 (site numbers yet to be assigned). The first
holds pre-contact material, but nothing to which a date can be attributed. The second
has a Late Woodland component but is highly disturbed. These sites fill a previous gap
in the map of archaeological evidence between KONHSA and Spring Lake. They also
reinforce the idea that the sites represent a large landscape that includes KONHSA,
Spring Lake, and the land beyond, and prove that the Indigenous communities who
lived there did not exist in isolated areas.
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Chapter 2: Theory and Methodology
History of Archaeology
Archaeology, a sub-field of anthropology, studies people in the past through the
materials they left behind (Renfrew & Bahn 2012). Often, it requires systematic
excavation of those materials from the ground. Archaeologists employ different focuses
in their work, some excavating for pure research, while others excavate with
preservation in mind. The following history of the discipline relates to archaeology as a
tool of preservation and the theories behind its changing methods and intentions.

Origins of Archaeology
A product of the Enlightenment and the Scientific Revolution, archaeology rose
to power as global empires reached for parts of the globe inhabited by non-Europeans.
Pope Alexander VI’s 1493 papal bull, titled the Doctrine of Discovery, told members of
the Catholic Church to spread Christianity to the world. In doing so, those who spread
the word of Christ believed they acquired divine ownership over the land (Middleton
1903). Archaeology’s origin is inseparable from that of settler colonialism in accordance
with the Doctrine of Discovery.
Imperial governments have historically used the discipline to justify ownership
over territory and to stoke ethnic nationalism. For example, in Germany the Nazi Party
sponsored excavations that looked for prehistoric Germanic presence in order to instill
a national pride in German history and establish ties to the deep past. Symbols such as
the swastika and the lightning bolts of the S.S. emblem come from early Germanic
artifacts (Arnold 1990).
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Archaeology in North America became popular with westward expansion. The
1700s and 1800s were a time of removal and genocide of Native peoples, where the
United States sought to replace Native populations with white European people and
culture, either through removal or assimilation. The United States signed—and broke—
treaties with Native nations, relegating them to smaller and smaller parcels of land
away from European settlements. As the nation grew, the government forcibly
removed and committed genocide against tribes, meaning that settlers interacted with
Indigenous peoples less and less over time.
Native peoples’ dwindling presence led to the perception of the “vanishing
Indian” (McGuire 1997). Archaeology functioned as just one method of asserting settler
dominance, as Pawnee scholar James Riding In states. He says that the Age of
Exploration and the Doctrine of Discovery enforced white claims to land, including
claims to Indian burial grounds (Riding In 1992). In combination with the diminishing
presence of Indigenous peoples, a governmental focus on archaeology worked to
solidify the “vanishing Indian” myth and to fix Indians firmly in the past and as
different. To excavate a burial for research, curiosity, or pleasure, was to assert
dominance over Native land and sacred sites. White settlers excavated Native burials,
not burials of their own white ancestors, and put Native, not white, remains on display
as curiosities. Vine Deloria, Jr. described this action’s success by claiming that to white
people, “the only real Indians are dead ones,” that Native people no longer exist
(Deloria 1973, 32).
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The United States and Preservation
Beginning in the 1900s, a new form of archaeology blossomed. American
attention turned to protecting public lands, many of which hold sites sacred to Native
nations. The settler public did not want to protect sacred sites on behalf of Native
Americans; many merely wished to preserve what they saw as the untamed beauty of
natural lands. In 1906, President Theodore Roosevelt passed the Antiquities Act, and
created executive power to set aside federal lands as protected national monuments
(American Antiquities Act 1906). The act set punishments for those who destroyed “any
historic or prehistoric ruin or monument, or any object of antiquity” upon designated
lands. However, it allowed for excavation of archaeological sites as long as the findings
were displayed in public museums.
The Antiquities Act, while purporting to preserve archaeological sites of
significance, functioned as the federal government using archaeology to stoke national
pride. Because white settlers claimed, based on the Doctrine of Discovery, that all lands
belonged to them, the Native sites on federal lands became property of the United
States. Federally sanctioning study of these National Monuments showed the world
that the United States owned the land and owned the past they extracted from it. It
also ensured the federal government controlled the narratives about the land.
The 1935 Historic Sites Act established the National Historic Landmark program,
which formally protected sites deemed to have “national significance for the
inspiration and benefit of the people of the United States” (Historic Sites Act 1935).
Historic sites over 50 years of age, as well as archaeological sites, now had new
protections and were brought into public view to elicit pride in United States history.
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The same logic of the Antiquities Act follows here. Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New
Deal also created opportunities for archaeology in the form of salvage excavation,
which entailed excavating entire sites in order to build new infrastructure that would
otherwise damage subsurface material. Entities such as the Works Progress
Administration and the Civilian Conservation Corps participated in mass excavations of
pre-contact Native sites when building new roads and structures. For the first time,
many people in the United States worked as archaeologists, and this newfound
popularity brought the field into the public consciousness. But the salvage archaeology
of the New Deal lacked methodology. In order to lower the unemployment rate,
excavations sought out untrained laborers to perform the work (National Park Service
n.d). They excavated sites quickly and without proper documentation, making this era
of archaeology one of veritable plundering in the name of nationalistic pride and
boosting the economy after the Depression.

The Rise of CRM
National Historic Preservation Act
In response to the salvage archaeology of the post-Depression era, United States
archaeology turned toward preservation and protection, an approach called Cultural
Resource Management (CRM). In 1966 the United States passed the National Historic
Preservation Act (NHPA), which established the National Register of Historic Places
(National Historic Preservation Act 1966)a. Section 1b. of the NHPA states that “The
Congress declares that… the historical and cultural foundations of the Nation should be
preserved as a living part of our community life and development in order to give a
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sense of orientation to the American people” (National Historic Preservation Act
1966b). The act created and funded the State Historic Preservation Offices (SHPO) for
each state, which oversee such actions as conducting surveys and inventories of
potentially historically significant areas, advising and assisting federal, state, and local
governments in protection and preservation, and identifying and nominating eligible
properties to the National Register of Historic Places (National Historic Preservation
Act 1966a).
The act also established the Tribal Historic Preservation Office (THPO), which
functions as the tribal counterpart to the SHPO (National Historic Preservation Act
1966a). However, Federal government support for the SHPOs and THPOs is unbalanced.
SHPOs have received federal funding through the Historic Preservation Fund (HPF)
since 1966, while THPOs started receiving grants from the same fund in 1992 (National
Association of Tribal Historic Preservation Officers 2019). States and Tribes must
provide the funding for their SHPO and THPO positions, which puts a larger financial
burden on Tribes. In fiscal year 2020, HPF distributed $52,675,000 to an unknown
number of SHPOs and $13,735,000 to 194 THPOs; thus, the financial support from the US
government remains strongly unequal (National Association of Tribal Historic
Preservation Officers 2019). If all 50 SHPOs received equal funding that year, it would
equal an average of $1,053,500 per state and an average of $60,490 per Tribe.
Section 106 of the NHPA mandates that federal agencies and projects receiving
federal funding must “take into account the effect of the undertaking on any district,
site, building, structure, or object that is included in or eligible for inclusion in the
National Register” (National Historic Preservation Act 1966c). These words form the
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basis of federally mandated tribal consultation in the United States. If a project
potentially affects something that could qualify for the National Register—including
archaeological sites—the federal agency providing funds identifies the relevant
agencies with whom the party completing the project must consult. Potentially
relevant agencies include SHPO, THPO, Tribes, and Native Hawaiian Organizations
(Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 2019). These agencies must approve the
project for it to continue. They may advise changes to a project if it might impact a site
potentially eligible for the National Register. For example, an oil pipeline funded by the
Department of Energy may need to consult with THPO and tribal governments if the
proposed pipeline goes through tribal land. If the hypothetical pipeline could leak onto
a burial site, the THPO might suggest that the company must reroute the pipeline in
order to be approved. Notably, the federal agency funding a project holds the power to
identify the interested parties—be they SHPO, THPO, etc.—limiting the power tribes
have over when and with whom they can consult. There are many ways federally
funded entities can disregard the advice of consulting parties, but the NHPA sets legal
precedent for consultation.
While the NHPA was momentous legislation to protect specifically Native
American archaeological sites and artifacts, as well as a gesture that ultimately gave
power to the tribes, one cannot divorce it from the numerous ways in which the United
States undermined and continues to undermine American Indian sovereignty.
Although the federal law nominally protected Native archaeological sites and artifacts,
the federal government continued to deny American Indians the right to practice their
religion, and continued to suppress their voting rights, thereby limiting the legal power
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tribes had internally over their own history and resources. The NHPA only gives
consultative power to federally recognized tribes—tribes the U.S. government formally
sees as sovereign nations—and the legislation itself is part of a complex period of
simultaneous support of sovereignty and active attacks against it.

Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
In 1990, the federal government passed the Native American Graves Protection
and Repatriation Act (Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 1990a).
NAGPRA forced a dialogue between repositories and tribes by requiring all federal
archaeological repositories to maintain publicly available inventories of their
collections, and by allowing tribes to request repatriation of human remains, funerary
objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony (Native American Graves
Protection and Repatriation Act 1990a). The act also put in place a system for
determining cultural affiliation for eligible remains and objects, so they might be
returned to the proper descendants. As defined by the act, cultural affiliation “means
that there is a relationship of shared group identity which can be reasonably traced
historically or prehistorically between a present-day Indian tribe or Native Hawaiian
organization and an identifiable earlier group” (Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act 1990b). This word “reasonably” is intentionally vague. It could mean
that a group can prove presence in an area dating back to the artifacts or remains.
Cultural affiliation may also be determined through genetic testing or geographic
proximity, though both methods have complications due to the movement of Native
groups throughout time, because of the merging and splitting of groups and through
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forced removal. Some groups, like the Dakota, say they have been in Minnesota since
the beginning of time, while some genetic evidence points to groups having moved
throughout the continent and interacted with other groups. The problems with
determining cultural affiliation can revolve around these epistemological differences,
but genetic data remains the most contentious method. When human remains are
viable for DNA sequencing to determine genetic similarities to modern tribes, ethical
discussions take place around taking and testing DNA from remains without the
individual’s consent, or without consent from the descendants whose DNA would be
similar.
Andrea Carlson and Heid E. Erdrich, Ojibwe artists, stated in a 2019 talk at
Macalester College that determining cultural affiliation often functions as a divide-andconquer tactic enabling institutions such as colleges and museums to retain their
colonial spoils (Carlson and Erdich 2019). Either institutions fail to determine cultural
affiliation that accords with current Indigenous affiliation to the land and objects, or
Indigenous groups themselves disagree over their affiliation. When this occurs,
institutions continue to hold their items indefinitely by arguing no clear descendant
group exists. In this way, NAGPRA is simultaneously progressive and restrictive
regarding sovereignty and Native claims to the past. Overall, the NHPA and NAGPRA
have changed the dialogue around the treatment of archaeological sites in the United
States and standardized consultation as a practice. CRM archaeology relies on the
foundations of these pieces of legislation for its standard methods and ethics.
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Modern Theoretical Approaches
Processual Archaeology
As public archaeology in the United States moved toward CRM, the academic
discipline underwent theoretical changes, too. The 1960s brought about New
Archaeology, also known as processual archaeology, which sought to apply the
scientific method and to determine the evolution of cultures in their environments
(Binford 1962). Processual archaeology tested theories against knowledge already
established in the academy, such as earlier theories and data from previous excavations
(Lyman and O’Brien 2001). Randall H. McGuire, an archaeologist arguing for a Marxist
archaeology, says that within the processual framework, “critique must be tested
against knowledge and that correct knowledge dictates action” (McGuire 2008, 52). This
new approach employed strict rules that validated Western empiricism and logical
positivism but devalued traditional ways of knowing—such as oral histories—as
unscientific.

Post-Processual Archaeology
As a response, in the 1970s and 1980s, post-processual archaeology emerged,
pioneered by scholars such as Englishman Ian Hodder. Hodder argued that the
processual method of archaeology allowed for only one kind of truth, and that it could
not be objective, as it aspired to be. He argued that “archaeology is not only a
reconstruction of the past, but also its construction” (Hodder 1989, 75). Post-processual
archaeology embraced the idea that there are many ways of knowing, that there is no
objective truth (Zimmerman 1997). McGuire demonstrates, once again, the problem
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with this approach. He argues that post-processual archaeology, in its attempt to not
center any one particular voice, treats all voices as equal, including ones that are
potentially dangerous or offensive. He states in his book, Archaeology as Political Action:
Archaeologists should not wish to let every voice speak. Some voices are
pernicious, such as those that spoke at the Nazi Gestapo headquarters and
in the torture rooms of the Club Atletico, in Buenos Aires. Multivocality
has the danger of denying or masking the power of the powerful. We
must be able to judge some voices as pernicious, because the real human
cost of not doing so is too great (McGuire 2008, 63).
The theoretical shifts in archaeology did not happen merely from within. Native
activism in the 1960s and 1970s influenced the white-dominated discipline. Native
activists in the United States spoke out against archaeology as a colonial practice,
protesting burial excavations and the display of human remains (Atalay 2012, ColwellChanthaphonh 2009). In his book God is Red (1973), Vine Deloria, Jr. describes many
instances of Indigenous activists stopping excavations. Most notably, he describes the
time in 1971 when Clyde Bellecourt and other American Indian Movement protesters
disrupted a burial excavation in Welch, Minnesota. Many of the students participating
did not understand the protesters’ objections, stating that excavation preserved Native
culture. McGuire (2008) describes in his book how American Indian Movement (AIM)
protesters took over his 1971 archaeological field school where they excavated burials
and handed “citizens arrest warrants” to the students, including him. McGuire became
a staunch advocate for Indigenous presence in archaeology.

Indigenous Archaeology
Postcolonial theory by Indigenous scholars around the world informs a newer
approach to archaeology: Indigenous archaeology. Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s 1999 book
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Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples, which critically examines
Imperialism’s impact upon global Indigenous communities and argues for a centering
of Indigenous voices in research, acts a central text for this movement (Tuhiwai Smith
1999). A response to both processual and post-processual archaeology, Indigenous
archaeology is defined as follows:
Indigenous archaeology is an expression of archaeological theory and
practice in which the discipline intersects with Indigenous values,
knowledge, practices, ethics, and sensibilities, and through collaborative
and community-originated or -directed projects, and related critical
perspectives. Indigenous archaeology seeks to (1) make archaeology
more representative of, responsible to, and relevant for Indigenous
communities; (2) redress real and perceived inequalities in the practice
of archaeology; and (3) inform and broaden the understanding and
interpretation of the archaeological record through the incorporation of
Aboriginal worldviews, histories, and science (Nicholas 2008, 1660).
It is an archaeology that, instead of researching Indigenous peoples, “is conducted
with, and for, Indigenous peoples” (Wobst 2005, 15). Dorothy Lippert, an archaeologist
from the Choctaw nation, argued in 1997 that archaeologists must realize that their
“actions do affect native peoples on many levels. Acknowledging this fact need not
compromise a scientific study of the past, it should merely force one more step toward
active communication” (Lippert 1997). One of the first proponents of Indigenous
archaeology, Lippert, an Indigenous woman and a professional archaeologist, pushed
the discipline to center Native voices instead of valuing all voices and interpretations
equally, as post-processualists do. Many people practicing Indigenous archaeology
explain to critics that by centering Native voices in their work, they do not exclude
other voices, but give equal weight to the voices of those the discipline has traditionally
oppressed (Colwell-Chanthaphonh et al. 2010).
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An example of Indigenous archaeology conducted by Indigenous peoples comes
from the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation. The nation, which received federal
recognition in 1983, uses their newfound wealth from the gaming industry to conduct
excavations of the battlefields from the Pequot War of 1636-1638. The nation operates a
museum on their land whose mission statement says, “[We seek] to further knowledge
and understanding of the richness and diversity of the indigenous cultures and
societies of the United States and Canada” (Mashantucket Pequot Museum & Research
Center n.d.). This venture is archaeology designed by Indigenous peoples for the
interest of preserving the role of the Pequot Nation in United States history, as well as
for the purpose of educating the American public about Indigenous groups.
Practitioners of Indigenous Archaeology argue that other institutions can follow the
Mashantucket Pequot model to center Native voices (Jones & McBride 2006).
Indigenous archaeologists need not be Indigenous people themselves. In fact,
non-Natives must practice indigenous archaeology to move the discipline away from its
colonial, white-supremacist origins (Wobst 2005, Nicholas 2010). In an ideal world,
Indigenous archaeology would be unnecessary. All archaeologists who deal with
Indigenous material should conduct their research “with, and for, Indigenous peoples”
(Wobst 2005, 15). But, since many do not subscribe to Indigenous archaeology’s tenets,
it is important for non-Native archaeologists to identify as people who practice
Indigenous archaeology and use their privilege to further the discipline.
Many archaeologists argue that employing an Indigenous archaeology praxis
can be an empowering tool for Native Nations and Indigenous individuals. George P.
Nicholas, a white archaeologist at Simon Fraser University in British Columbia, argued
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in 1997 that archaeology with, for, and by Indigenous peoples is a form of cultural
resource management that has the potential to help Indigenous groups make land
claims, correct misinterpretations, and build unity (Nicholas 1997). Additionally, Sonya
Atalay (2006) of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, draws upon the Anishinaabe
concept of gikiniwaabi, the “passing or reproduction of knowledge, through experience,
from elder to younger generations.” She argues that Indigenous archaeologists should
embrace the concept, because archaeology recovers the past and archaeologists, in
collaboration with Indigenous communities, can provide information lost to oral
histories. Non-Native archaeologist Rose Kluth and Leech Lake Anishinaabe cultural
resources specialist Kathy Munnell (1997) argue that archaeology can supplement lost
parts of Indigenous history through material evidence. Archaeologists have a moral
obligation to share their findings with descendant communities, not only due to
archaeology’s history of anti-indigeneity, but also because “a particular group has
intellectual property rights to its own heritage” (Zimmerman 2012, 116). But
archaeologists must not think of themselves as the only ones to share knowledge.
Collaboration with descendant communities in archaeological practice should involve
mutual sharing in order to benefit all parties.

My Theoretical Methodology
The current status of archaeology in the United States does not neatly fit into
any of the categories stated above, so I use a mix of approaches, drawing primarily
upon Indigenous archaeology. While I was not present for the planning stages of the
excavation, within the interpretive stages, I center Dakota voices and interests in an
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attempt to embody Wobst’s (2005) principle that Indigenous archaeology “is conducted
with, and for, Indigenous peoples” (Wobst 2005, 15). I use Atalay’s Gikiniwaabi (2006) as a
framework, feeling a responsibility to share the knowledge the sites proffer with
visitors who are unfamiliar with the archaeology. I cannot keep to myself what I have
learned in my research, field work, and conversations with the THPOs. For this work to
be justice-based, it must include sharing this knowledge with others. Interpretive
signage is a way to share knowledge with a wide audience. While the signs themselves
may not center an archaeological perspective, Indigenous archaeology frameworks led
me to the collaborative efforts that result in these signs.
With regard to the concept of collaboration, I draw again upon Wobst’s
assertion that work must be “with and for Indigenous peoples” (Wobst 2005, 15). While
most literature about collaboration in archaeology refers to collaboration before
excavation begins—not to collaboration during interpretation—I apply the same
concepts to this later part of the process (Colwell-Chanthaphonh & Ferguson, 2008).
Colwell-Chanthaphonh and Ferguson (2008) offer a table that conceptualizes a
continuum of collaborative practices in archaeological research (table 1.1) I draw upon
the reasons Nicholas (2008), a non-Native archaeologist, cites as central to effective
collaboration. He cites an example of successful collaboration with the Shuswap Nation
in the land currently known as British Columbia, saying that his effort “remains
successful because it has been based on a willingness to consider other points of view
and talk critically with each other. It is based on earned trust and mutual respect and
on an explicitly equitable relationship” (Nicholas et al. 2008, 279). I continually assured
my informants that I respected their voices and encouraged them to tell me if they felt
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I did not listen to them because I deeply cared to foster mutual respect. I assured them
that I wanted this relationship to be equitable, and that as a non-Native descendant of
colonizers, I know that I have a responsibility, and an interest, in always learning to be
more welcoming and supportive.
Resistance
Goals develop in opposition
Information is secreted
No stakeholder involvement
No voice for stakeholders
No support is
given/obtained
Needs of others
unconsidered

Participation
Goals develop independently
Information is disclosed
Limited stakeholder
involvement
Some voice for stakeholders
Support is solicited

Collaboration
Goals develop jointly
Information flows freely
Full stakeholder
involvement
Full voice for stakeholders
Support is tacit

Needs of most parties mostly
met

Needs of all parties realized

Table 1.1 Collaboration Conceived as a Continuum of Practices (adapted from Colwell-Chanthaphonh & Ferguson 2008, 11).

My Positionality
I became interested in interpreting the sites at KONHSA after participating in
the 2018 Science Museum of Minnesota Archaeological Field School, where we partially
excavated one of the four sites (21DK97). After inquiring what would happen with the
artifacts once they were put into Science Museum Collections, I learned they would
likely sit in boxes until someone wanted to research them. While I understand the
purpose of CRM archaeology and the theories behind it—excavation for preservation—I
felt that digging up artifacts only to have them sit in boxes for the foreseeable future
did not do justice to the sites themselves and the people who lived there. The sites
provide an opportunity for action. They provide physical evidence that Macalester
College owns land that Dakota people and their ancestors inhabited for thousands of
years. Anyone who knows about the sites is automatically confronted with that fact.
Macalester uses a land acknowledgement and we often speak about being on Dakota
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land, but we rarely talk about what that fact means to us. The archaeological sites show
a deep cultural history that must be protected and shows that plans for protection
must not come from the non-Dakota institution. The sites provide the opportunity to
engage in collaboration and consultation beyond what is federally mandated, allowing
Macalester to build relationships with Dakota communities. These new relationships
allow the college to learn what it means to be a good steward of the land it occupies,
and to create new initiatives that go beyond historical interpretation.
I became involved in this project initially through the lens of CRM archaeology.
As a white woman, I have no indigenous background, and I understand that as someone
practicing archaeology, a discipline traditionally used to discredit and minimize
Indigenous history and culture, my voice has an authority that Indigenous, nonarchaeologically trained individuals do not inherently carry. This fact introduces a
power dynamic into my interactions with Indigenous people, especially those without a
background in archaeology. In my conversations with collaborators, I have been open
about my background and training, and I have asserted to them that I see them as
collaborators, as intellectual equals with important views to contribute. I have told
them that my identity and upbringing as a white woman makes it difficult for me to
immediately understand Dakota worldview, but that I actively work to understand.
This project and the underlying societal power hierarchies present risks to both
my collaborators and to myself. For Native participants, especially Mdewakanton
Dakota people, they may find it traumatic to discuss the genocide of the Dakota, their
removal from their homelands, and the continuing oppression they face today. In order
to minimize the burden, I never jumped into the most difficult questions right away
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and worked to first develop rapport with participants before delving into topics related
to historical trauma. I ensured their informed consent about the project and reminded
them that they need only share what they felt comfortable sharing, and they could say
things off the record and stop our conversations.
A risk I faced was misrepresenting the history of others and thus ruin
relationships I worked to build over the course of the project. Doing a poor job of
interpreting these sites and alienating those with whom I work could potentially
preclude any further work with Dakota people or other archaeologists. To avoid this, I
maintained transparency with my participants, letting them know the status of the
work, allowing them to see and comment upon the interpretation, and take what they
say to heart as much as possible. I know I cannot please everybody all the time, but I
ensured every participant has a voice in the final product.
With these risks come benefits to participants and to myself, as well. This
project has the potential to build relationships between myself and participants
through the institution of Macalester College. I gain academic credit and credibility, as
well as knowledge that may help me get jobs in the future. My participants have the
chance to be main players in the production of signage that can educate many nonNative visitors to KONHSA about Dakota life and history. The project may also be the
beginning of new and longer-lasting collaborative efforts between the Dakota
communities and Macalester College.
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Methods
In 2018, I took the Macalester Anthropology class Cultural Resource
Management, where I participated in a literature review for the Pine Bend region in
anticipation of completing survey work at Pine Bend Bluffs Scientific and Natural Area
(SNA). I assisted the Science Museum of Minnesota and University of Minnesota’s
Archaeological Field School, where we performed the survey at Pine Bend Bluffs SNA
and excavated a site at KONHSA (21DK97). After the field school, I processed the
artifacts in the Science Museum Archaeology Lab and helped write a report on the
survey at Pine Bend (Legge et al. n.d).
Funding for this project came from the 2019 Spradley Summer Research
Fellowship through Macalester College’s Anthropology Department. I received $2,000. I
applied for and received Macalester College Social Science Institutional Review Board
(SSIRB) approval for the project in Summer 2019.
First, I conducted a literature review to learn about the history of CRM
legislation and archaeological theory in the United States, background on interpreted
Dakota archaeological sites in the Twin Cities area, interpretive methodology, and
current Dakota perspectives on CRM archaeology. The materials I consulted range in
form and accessibility. I consulted books and journals for the history of CRM legislation
and archaeological theory. For background on interpreted Dakota archaeological sites, I
consulted site reports from the “gray literature” on Minnesota archaeology, often
unpublished works held by the institutions who excavated them. I also consulted local
news reports when looking at the current climate of interpretation in the Twin Cities.
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Collaborative Work with Non-Dakota CRM Professionals and with Dakota Representatives
Next, I had four conversations with five CRM professionals in Minnesota who
have experience working in collaboration with Dakota communities. I treated the
people I spoke with as collaborators, not as informants. With signed Social Science
Institutional Review Board-approved consent forms, I recorded all conversations,
transcribed them, anonymized them, and deleted the audio in order to protect my
collaborators’ identities. The transcripts will be destroyed at the end of the project
unless collaborators specifically request their transcribed words accompany my thesis
in the Macalester archives.
I also had structured conversations with representatives from the THPOs of
three of the four federally recognized Dakota communities in Minnesota: Upper Sioux
Community, Lower Sioux Community, and Prairie Island Indian Community. I talked
unofficially with representatives from Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community, but
their CRM officials deferred to the other communities for this project. We had
conversations every few weeks, starting in November 2019, to draft the signs. I
recorded and transcribed these conversations in order to keep a record of what my
collaborators said in their own words.
Initially, I planned to have all collaborators sign a consent form that agreed to
their participation. It stated that I would audio record conversations, transcribe them,
and delete the audio. I offered to use pseudonyms and remove identifying content. I
thought that it would be good practice to put all transcripts of those who consented in
the Macalester archives along with the finished thesis. Doing so, I hoped, would
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preserve my collaborators’ words and thoughts in their own words, not in my
interpretation of their words. However, I found that most of my non-Native CRM
collaborators—all white men—felt comfortable with their transcripts being archived
under their own names, while my Native collaborators felt uncomfortable. They did not
want the transcripts preserved for others to look at but felt comfortable with me
recording and transcribing for my own recollection while working on the signs. My
non-Native CRM collaborators felt comfortable signing the consent form, while my
Dakota collaborators did not, and gave consent verbally and in email for me to record
and transcribe our conversations only for my own memory. This fact is significant
because, had I decided to preserve transcripts in the Macalester archives, the records
would not reflect the voices I consulted, and would represent only the white men’s
voices. Instead of perpetuating the preservation of non-Native voices, I chose to not
include any transcripts in the archives unless an informant explicitly requested that I
include theirs.

Learning about Twin Cities Interpretive Context
I visited many museums and interpreted archaeological sites in the greater
Twin Cities area to learn how people previously approached interpretation. These visits
informed how I approached the structure and content of creating signs. In addition to
viewing existing signage in the Twin Cities, I participated in public discussions around
Dakota representation in public history settings. More information about relevant
concurrent discussions can be found in chapter 3. I also visited exhibits and galleries
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centering Indigenous art and cultural materials not specific to the Dakota people, in
Minneapolis, Northern Minnesota, and California.

Methodology for Creating the Signs
For creating the signs themselves, I followed the National Park Service guide to
Wayside Exhibits, which, although specific to the Park Service regulations, gives
guidelines for designing and writing coherent signs (National Park Service 2009). The
signs themselves, as outdoor panels, closely resemble Wayside signs.
Additionally, I was informed by Beverly Serrell’s methodology from her
foundational work on museum exhibits, Exhibit Labels: An Interpretive Approach (1996),
and Freeman Tilden’s book on interpretation, Interpreting Our Heritage (2008), the
original edition of which Serrell references. I also received assistance in design and
advice on following Serrell’s recommendations from an exhibit developer at the
Science Museum of Minnesota. More detailed information on following the National
Park Services’ and Serrell’s guidelines can be found in chapter 4. Above all, however, I
deferred to my Dakota collaborators with regard to content and design. I presented
material that followed Serrell’s guidelines but felt comfortable straying from them. I
did not wish to compromise a trusting relationship by adhering to exhibit-making
methodologies produced by non-Indigenous people.
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Chapter 3: The Current Status of Interpretation in the Twin Cities and Nearby

In this chapter I give an overview of relevant concurrent discussions of
Indigenous representation in the Twin Cities, as well as descriptions of existing
interpretive signage. I do so to argue that collaboration with Indigenous groups creates
the most effective signage, and that discussions of inclusive history focused on
Indigenous perspectives are a part of Minnesota’s public consciousness. First, I discuss
the debates around the name of a lake in Minneapolis and how it represents current
beliefs about Dakota representation in the Twin Cities. Then, I refer to Minnesota
Historical Society’s (MNHS) effort to rename Historic Fort Snelling. Next, I describe a
controversy around Indian Mounds Regional Park to highlight a lack of public
understanding toward the site’s significance. Finally, I elaborate on current discussions
around names at Macalester College, and how KONHSA can be part of that debate.
Secondly, I evaluate a number of sites with interpreted signage in the Twin
Cities metro area. I begin by recounting personal experiences with programming at
Historic Fort Snelling at Bdote to show a disconnect between intentions and outcome
for Indigenous-centered content at MNHS. Then I describe the exhibit at Hoċokata Ti,
the gathering center for the Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community. Next, I reflect
upon an oral storytelling tour led by Indigenous community leaders where we saw
signs produced by Dakota communities. Finally, I discuss signs at three public parks:
Spring Lake Park, Indian Mounds Regional Park, and the Bruce Vento Nature Sanctuary.
These experiences and interactions with existing signs informed how I approached
collaboratively creating the signs for KONHSA.
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Relevant Concurrent Discussions
Bde Maka Ska
In the past decade, Dakota place names have been part of the consciousness of
Minnesota residents. Bde Maka Ska, the lake in Minneapolis formerly known as Lake
Calhoun, came under public scrutiny, especially in 2015; after the white supremacist
massacre at Emmanual African Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston, South
Carolina, Minneapolis resident Mike Spangenberg started a petition to remove John C.
Calhoun’s name from the lake, citing Calhoun’s support of slavery and white supremacy
as reasons to not celebrate him (Spangenberg 2015). The mass shooting in Charleston
also sparked a national debate over the presence of Confederate monuments, and more
generally monuments of people with questionable legacies (Mele 2017). Indigenous
activists in the Twin Cities argued that Calhoun’s participation in Indian removal in the
South provided further reason for his name removal, and that the lake should revert to
its Dakota name, Bde Maka Ska (Brandt 2016b).
After two years of public input and activism by Indigenous people such as
historians Kate Beane and Carly Bad Heart Bull, the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources approved that the name be officially changed to Bde Maka Ska (Catlin 2019,
Horner 2019). The restoration of the lake’s name has sparked controversy throughout
the Twin Cities and has led to an as-yet unresolved battle over the legality of the name
change which has reached the Minnesota Supreme Court (Lambert 2019). Opponents to
the name restoration—mostly residents of the neighborhood surrounding the lake—
formed an organization called “Save Lake Calhoun.” Its top spokesman claimed that the
renaming effort was not inclusive—representing only Dakota culture—and represented
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everyday Minnesotans being “bullied by the elites” into changing a beloved name
(Austin 2017, Austin 2019). The city has already removed many signs bearing Calhoun’s
name and replaced them with ones that say Bde Maka Ska. Some local businesses who
once used Calhoun’s name have changed their names, as well (Brandt 2016a). These
local and national debates surrounding whom the country honors have spurred
Minnesota residents to highlight Dakota presence and significance in Minnesota
history.

Historic Fort Snelling at Bdote Renaming Effort
The Minnesota Historical Society has also engaged in the politics of names
recently. As part of a revitalization effort, MNHS has increased its programming at
Historic Fort Snelling to include Dakota perspectives. The most controversial aspect of
their new approach is the unofficial addition of the words “at Bdote” to the name of
Historic Fort Snelling in 2017 (Historic Fort Snelling 2019).
In April of 2019, Minnesota state senator Mary Kiffmeyer of Big Lake, Minnesota
proposed cutting the MNHS budget by $4 million because she believed they engaged in
“revisionist history” by adding Bdote to the name of the historic site (Brooks 2019). The
measure did not pass, but it prompted MNHS to begin a public input process for an
official site renaming. Between August and November 2019, MNHS opened an online
survey for members of the public to voice their opinions on whether or not the historic
site should be renamed from Historic Fort Snelling to something else. The fort will
always be Fort Snelling, but the historic site name may change. MNHS also hosted a
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series of public input forums in the state for the public to ask questions and state their
opinions in conversation.
I attended the only public forum hosted in the Twin Cities proper, which
occurred on October 14, 2019 at the Boy Scout facility across the street from the
historic site. Notably, that day was Indigenous Peoples Day, and thus the audience was
primarily white, as many Native people in the Twin Cities attended numerous evening
events instead. A handful of people in the majority elderly white audience expressed
immense opposition to any change of name, claiming MNHS unfairly gives too much
consideration to Dakota narratives about what they believe is a site of exclusively
military importance. Others said they supported a name change that better reflects the
“truth” of the site’s history. However, I argue that a single “truth” does not exist when
it comes to the history of a place.
The meeting solidified my reasons for embarking upon a project to create
descendant-centered interpretive signs for the sites at KONHSA. Minnesota’s genocide
of the Dakota people remains strong in the memory of Dakota people and white settlers
alike, yet many white settlers vehemently condemn any discussion of Dakota history as
“revisionist history” and an effort to silence white narratives. Many white settlers also
reject “genocide” as a label for the U.S.-Dakota War and its aftermath, especially if they
lost ancestors in the conflict. Thus, there is no consensus among white settler
descendants about how to view the history at Bdote and Fort Snelling.
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Indian Mounds Regional Park Controversy
The way non-Native Minnesotans interact with Dakota sacred sites has also
been a point of contention in the Twin Cities. Indian Mounds Regional Park, home to six
remaining burial mounds from the Woodland Period, is one of the only green spaces in
the Saint Paul neighborhood Dayton’s Bluff. Originally, more than 35 mounds covered
the bluff top, with at least 19 where the park stands today, but settlers, including
Macalester’s founder Edward Neill, excavated them hastily, effectively destroying
them. The city of St. Paul established the park in the 1890s, at which point it leveled
many mounds for roads and open space (Kajer et al. 2014). Currently, paved trails ring
the six remaining mounds, giving visitors access to views of the Mississippi River from
the bluff edge.
In the Spring of 2019, the city of Saint Paul proposed changing the trail routes
based on anomalies found underground. The anomalies suggest that the archaeological
site extends farther than previously thought (Walsh 2019). Removing some trails near
the bluff edge would help preserve the site, including potential burials. However,
residents of Dayton’s Bluff say they fear the effects of “restricting park access in a
neighborhood with a high concentration of poverty and households where English isn’t
spoken” (Walsh 2019). There appears to be a lack of understanding on the part of some
residents as to the significance of the site to Dakota people. The site is a cemetery that
has been turned into a public park, complete with a playground and picnic pavilion.
Unfortunately, the lack of green space in Dayton’s Bluff, a result of systemic economic
inequality and the city’s history of separating people of color from the city center, leads
to this issue pitting residents against Indigenous people and interests.
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Macalester College
Macalester College itself has been the site of a renaming discussion. In 2013, the
Board of Trustees unanimously voted to rename the Humanities building after the first
president and founder of the college, Edward Duffield Neill. It took seven years of
student activism, led by the student organization Proud Indigenous Peoples for
Education (PIPE), for the administration to remove Neill’s name from the building. The
Mac Weekly newspaper published a special edition titled “Colonial Macalester” (2019a)
that highlighted Neill’s racist and sexist views and called for the college to remove his
name from the building, claiming that “changing the name of Neill Hall must be the
beginning of a broader institutional effort to both honestly portray and reckon with the
college’s history and make amends for its role in the historic and continuous
displacement of indigenous people” (Mac Weekly Staff 2019b). The issue cited other
renaming conversations such as the ones around Bde Maka Ska and Historic Fort
Snelling as part of the larger context of renaming in the Twin Cities (Catlin 2019).
Finally, in an email to the Macalester community on November 18, 2019, the Board of
Trustees and President Brian Rosenberg stated they would remove Neill’s name from
the building and claimed that they had no knowledge of Neill’s views on Indigenous
people or women prior to 2019. The case study of the Humanities Building shows that
Macalester students—and now administration—are engaged in the discussions of
Indigenous history and representation. While the school has no formal relationships
with any Native groups, at least a conversation has begun, due to PIPE’s activism and
the Mac Weekly’s publication.
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The Indigenous presence at KONHSA contributes to a larger discussion of
Indigenous representation in the Twin Cities and beyond. As the cities debate the
politics of celebrating racist figures and uplifting non-inclusive names, Macalester has
begun to engage and must continue to engage in these discussions, both on the main
campus and at KONHSA. This signage project presents an opportunity for Macalester to
engage further in issues that affect Indigenous people in Minnesota who have,
themselves, been affected by Macalester’s own founders. It presents the opportunity to
center Dakota voices instead of celebrating people like Neill, who desecrated Native
burials and promoted white supremacy (McMahon, 2019). The context of interpretive
signage in the Twin Cities and greater metro area also inform my approach to
interpretation.
Existing Interpretation
Part of my project involved visiting Dakota sites with interpretive signs about
Dakota history, culture, and archaeology in order to see different ways of presenting
archaeological evidence to the public. I looked for the presence of Native voices within
the signage, topics other than archaeological evidence, and assertions that Dakota
people are still around today. Many important Dakota sites in the Twin Cities have no
signage to indicate significance to anyone other than present-day non-Native
Minnesotans, such as at Owanmi (St. Anthony Falls) or at Mniġaġa1 (Minnehaha Falls)—
which are called by their English names on all signage.

1

Orthography from Bdote Memory Map (Minnesota Humanities Center, Allies Media/Art, et al. 2012a)
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Historic Fort Snelling

Figure 3.1 Image of new sign at Historic Fort Snelling at Bdote in August 2019. Photo by author,
August 21, 2019, Historic Fort Snelling.

The most obvious site to visit is Historic Fort Snelling, at Bdote, upon which the
US Military built Fort Snelling in 1819, and which the Minnesota public holds in its
consciousness due to a debate about renaming the historic site. In the past few years,
the Minnesota Historical Society (MNHS) has unofficially referred to the site as “Fort
Snelling at Bdote,” having amended the previous name of simply “Fort Snelling,” and
creating new signage to reflect the change (figure 3.1). Working with their Dakota
Community Council, MNHS implemented programming to highlight Dakota narratives
of the land and the fort. I visited the site multiple times to experience the tours that
focus on Dakota stories. The interpretive efforts at Fort Snelling at Bdote fail to present
effective interpretation, either by failing to give visitors a coherent understanding of
the place’s significance to Dakota people or by overwhelming visitors with information.
In August 2019, I attended the 30 minute “Landscape of Bdote” guided theme
tour, the description of which said visitors would “learn about the importance of the
site’s location in the Dakota worldview, culture, and communities” (Minnesota
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Historical Society, n.d. a). During the summer, it occurred every day at 3:30 pm, half an
hour before the site closed. The Wednesday I attended, I was the only visitor on the
tour. The tour guide seemed surprised that I was there for the tour, as he said few
people come and the employees rarely give the tour. As such, he was unfamiliar with
the route and the material, and eager to speed up the process so he could go home.
On the tour, I only learned that Bdote, the confluence of the Minnesota and
Mississippi Rivers, is the most sacred place for Dakota people. The tour guide
mentioned some nearby Dakota place names, including Mni Sni (Coldwater Spring), but
did not talk about their significance. He did not know how to pronounce the names and
looked intently at his instruction sheet while he sounded them out. He spoke mainly of
native plants and invasive species, and said the ecology was in flux. He pointed out a
new effort, a Three Sisters Garden outside the fort walls, where MNHS grows corn,
beans, and squash in the Indigenous tradition. The guide had a bag full of supplemental
materials and photos, none of which he used on my tour. He read from his script the
whole time, indicating he did not know the material.
After he had finished, I asked him why he thought few visitors attended this
tour. He said he thought it was because it was so close to closing time. He admitted to
me that given the newness and unpopularity of the tour, he had never actually given
the tour himself, and he consequently felt unfamiliar with the material. I asked him
what he thought about the tour content and mentioned that it did not reflect my
expectations of learning about Bdote’s importance “in the Dakota worldview, culture,
and communities.” I felt a disconnect between the tour’s purported topic, the
significance of the land, and its content, which focused on the plant life without talking
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about Dakota culture or relationship to the land at all. The guide allowed me to look at
the official outline he used, and it did not reflect Dakota perspectives except for the use
of a few Dakota names for places. In total, the experience did not deliver on its stated
intention, and it signaled a disconnect between MNHS’s intention to educate the public
about Dakota history of the site and the content they produce for public consumption.
A week later, I returned to the site to attend the 30 minute-long “‘Remembering
the U.S.-Dakota War of 1862’ Conversation Tour” (Minnesota Historical Society, n.d. a). I
found a similar disconnect between the intention of MNHS to educate the public about
the site’s complex history and the effectiveness of their tactics. This tour, in the middle
of the day on a Wednesday, had a turnout of about fifteen to twenty people. The tour
guide began the tour at the gates and led us through the fort to an overlook where we
could see the confluence of the rivers. Firstly, he stated that Bdote is the confluence of
the two rivers and the most sacred Dakota place, and that there are many nearby,
including Oȟéyawahe2 (which he called Pilot Knob); he mentioned that the burial site
was a great place to hike. As we walked, he pointed out fort buildings and stated their
functions, not talking about the Dakota, Bdote, or the U.S.-Dakota War. We arrived at
the overlook, and he said “That’s Bdote.” Tourists pulled out their phones and snapped
pictures. Then he led us to the soldiers’ quarters, where we sat on benches and watched
twenty minutes of documentary clips MNHS created for the 150th anniversary of the
U.S.-Dakota War. The clips are available via the MNHS YouTube page and
usdakotawar.org (Minnesota Historical Society, n.d.b&c). The clips were packed with
information, telling a quick history of the war in about twenty minutes. As someone

2

Orthography from Pilot Knob Preservation Association (“Pilot Knob/Oȟéyawahe 2019).
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with prior knowledge of the causes and events of the war, I could follow the narrative,
but just barely. Notably, none of the videos shown mentioned that two Dakota leaders,
Sakpedan (Shakopee) and Wakan Ozanzan (Medicine Bottle—nephew of Chief Medicine
Bottle), were executed at the fort.
The official tour ended after the videos, and the guide offered to point out
important spots on the landscape to those interested. I continued on, with the guide
and about seven visitors, about two-thirds of them either left or went into the room
that talked about treaties with Native Nations. In response to my enquiry about the
execution as part of the story of the war, the guide indicated on a map the place where
Sakpedan and Wakan Ozanzan were executed. The following discussion with visitors
centered around the war’s aftermath, and visitors invoked their family connections to
white settlers during the war. I later gave feedback that I thought it unnecessary to
center those narratives in the only thirty minutes of programming that include the
Dakota people.
After the tour ended, I approached the guide to ask questions and offer
feedback. We discussed how the videos did not present the causes or events of the war
in an accessible manner to those unfamiliar with the history. Like the “Landscape of
Bdote” tour, I felt that MNHS did not deliver on the tour’s description to have visitors
“explore the role played by Fort Snelling in the U.S.-Dakota War and its aftermath, and
see locations that connect to the conflict” (Minnesota Historical Society, n.d. a).
Because the tour consisted of mainly fast-paced videos, it standardized the message of
the war’s events, but provided no nuance or suggestion that people employed at the
fort actively engage with the history of genocide which occurred on the land.
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Both tours I attended had white male tour guides, who may not be the best
messengers of this history. However, there are understandably few Native employees at
Historic Fort Snelling, and although Dakota interpreters might convey the importance
of the war better than white men, the effort would likely involve extensive emotional
labor.
MNHS actively wants to center non-military stories at Historic Fort Snelling.
Currently, they are considering changing the site’s name officially, after their unofficial
name change sparked public uproar. As mentioned in the introduction, I attended a
public input forum held by the MNHS governing board, where they invited the public
to share their thoughts on the current name and put forth ideas for a possible name
change.
The white public who came to the meeting on Indigenous Peoples Day
presented a range of opinions, from vehemently opposing any incorporation of Dakota
narratives to welcoming Dakota stories as integral to the site’s history. At the forum,
though, MNHS did not mention the concentration camp at the fort when describing the
fort’s significance. MNHS claims to want to center Dakota voices, but their actions show
a reluctance to engage with the particulars of genocide perpetrated on the land they
own. This reluctance is visible in their interpretive efforts at Historic Fort Snelling at
Bdote, which fail to introduce visitors to nuanced discussions of the U.S.-Dakota War of
1862, and overwhelm them with information.
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Hoċokata Ti
The Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community opened their new cultural
center Hoċokata Ti in the summer of 2019, 50 years after the group received federal
recognition. The space includes a 3,805 square-foot exhibit space that depicts
Mdewakanton Dakota history and life from the Late Pre-contact era to the present day.
I visited the exhibit in August 2019, where I received a tour of the first floor and the
exhibit space. I was not permitted to photograph the exhibit.
The exhibit was designed by Dakota people and is set from their perspective. It
is intended to educate not only non-Native visitors, but Dakota youth and community
members, about their past. The exhibit gives a detailed picture of the main periods in
Dakota history, especially after European invasion of the continent. Unlike Historic Fort
Snelling at Bdote, the exhibit also highlights the strength and survival of Dakota people
today.
The importance of the land runs strong throughout the exhibit, starting with an
interactive version of Paul Durand’s map, which shows the Dakota names for places in
Southern Minnesota based on the waterways (Durand 1994). After the map, visitors
enter a circular room meant to look like a tipi, where creation stories play on the
ceiling and the upper part of the walls. Immediately, visitors are immersed in the origin
of the Dakota people through the method of storytelling, the main way Dakota people
recorded their history for thousands of years.
Next, the exhibit shows the four seasons of Dakota life before European
conquest using hands-on displays, signs, and artifacts from the area. Then comes the
fur trade era, with objects and stories which show the change in material life. Visitors
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move through this section to a recreation of the structure where Pike’s Treaty of 1805
was signed, with a large painting of Fort Snelling looming in the background. A table
holds a large book with maps and descriptions of the treaties that ceded all Native land
in Minnesota.
The section on the U.S.-Dakota War of 1862 could be its own exhibit, as it is so
densely packed with information and interactive materials to occupy a visitor for at
least an hour. Quotes, photos, and an interactive display of a fuse leading to a powder
keg illustrate the events that escalated tensions and led to the war. A large screen with
headphones allows visitors to view the events of every day of the conflict, with many
narrated quotes from Dakota leaders spoken by community members.
The section on boarding schools illustrates the emotional and physical pain that
this aspect of genocide created. When walking to the area with desks and photos of
boarding school life, visitors are confronted with a clear column holding numerous cutoff braids and pairs of scissors. The present-day section displays life in the late 20th
century before federal recognition, and how a school close to the community used
Native people as a mascot for many years. A case holds memorabilia from that school,
including a yearbook showing at least thirty high school students in red-face for a
school spirit event.
The exhibit concludes with a life-sized mannequin wearing regalia in front of
signs that talk about the vibrancy of the Mdewakanton Dakota people today. The signs
show members of all ages participating in pow-wows, and one sign displays the Dakota
values and delineates how much money the community gives to various causes.
Overall, the exhibit, created mainly by Dakota community members, gives visitors a
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nuanced view of major events in Dakota history and demonstrates that Dakota people
survived despite constant threats to their sovereignty, humanity, and survival.

Healing Minnesota Stories Sacred Sites Tour
In September 2019, Macalester’s Department of Multicultural Life and the
Center for Religious and Spiritual Life offered a Dakota sacred sites tour to students,
faculty, and staff. Led by Healing Minnesota Stories leaders Jim Bear Jacobs of the
Mohican Nation and Bob Klanderud of the Mendota Band of Mdewakanton Dakota, the
tour took us to Two Rivers Overlook and to Oȟéyawahe (Pilot Knob). This tour, created
by Indigenous people, captured the depth of Dakota presence in the area and Dakota
communities’ strength in the face of genocide.

Figure 3.2 Photograph of sign at Two Rivers Overlook. Photo by author, September 15, 2019, Two Rivers
Overlook.

The overlook has three signs, sponsored by the Shakopee Mdewakanton Dakota
Community, the middle one of which uses Dakota language and holds an engraved map
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of significant Dakota sites along the Ȟaȟa Wakpa, or the Mississippi River corridor
(figure 3.2). At the overlook, Mr. Jacobs explained the significance of Bdote to the
Dakota people, telling an earth diver story. He traced the history of place from the
beginning of time all the way to colonization. He told the story of the genocide of the
Dakota, from the concentration camp at Fort Snelling to the boarding schools
throughout the country. Mr. Klanderud, a Dakota elder, offered personal testimony
about being a Native man in a culture still experiencing the effects of genocide. Then
we took a bus to Oȟéyawahe, also known as Pilot Knob, where Mr. Klanderud told us
about the site’s significance and how it was nearly destroyed to build apartments. He
talked about reconciliation and healing, as well as the importance of educating youth
about Minnesota’s violent history.
The experience of the sacred sites tour differed from the tours I took at Historic
Fort Snelling in that the tour was led by Native men, one Dakota, one Mohican, and that
the tour told in great detail and in the style of traditional storytelling the history of the
land in one sitting. Mr. Jim Bear Jacobs invoked stories of women traveling to Bdote to
give birth, asking us to imagine walking for days while nine months pregnant. He asked
us to imagine the cold and fear of the concentration camp. Hearing the whole narrative
from origin to present highlighted the complexity of the land and the stories and lives
it holds. Being able to see the confluence and the fort from one place while doing so
allowed me to put into context the stories I had learned in my research. Being asked to
picture myself in the position of Dakota people throughout history stoked my empathy.
The tour showed that Native-led interpretation can place visitors in the story of
history, and as agents of history in action. Using storytelling to connect us to the past
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and by connecting the past to the present situation of Dakota people in Minnesota, Mr.
Jacobs and Mr. Klanderud allowed me to see my role as a non-Native white person and a
citizen of Minnesota in a new light, and made it impossible to forget whose land I
inhabit. They showed the power of engaging visitors personally to process traumatic
historical narratives empathetically.

Spring Lake Park
The closest interpretive signage to KONHSA that mentions Dakota people is at
the Schaar’s Bluff trailhead at Spring Lake Park in Dakota County, Minnesota. The park
and gathering center have many interpretive panels and other elements. Some of these
signs were created in consultation with Dakota community members. These ones
present a welcoming place to Dakota visitors, using Dakota language. They focus on
multiple aspects of Dakota history and culture, not just archaeology, even though the
area is full of archaeological sites. The signs give a broad view of aspects of Dakota life
in the past and ask visitors to employ Dakota values during their time at the park.

Figure 3.3 Photograph of concrete inlay at Spring Lake Park. Photo by author, November 9, 2019,
Schaar’s Bluff Gathering Center.
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On the way from the parking lot to the gathering center lies a concrete inlay
with four metal panels that rise from the ground at the four cardinal directions (figure
3.3). The Dakota and English words for the cardinal directions are etched into the metal
and the concrete. Prioritizing the Dakota words acts as a welcome and sets the tone for
further interpretation at the park. Another concrete inlay depicts the rivers of
southern Minnesota, allowing visitors to physically place themselves in the context of
the area. All of the river names are written in English.
Five shadow boxes within the gathering center depict the history of Schaar’s
Bluff and highlight humans’ importance in it. The first depicts a night scene on the
river with canoes in the foreground and a campfire burning in the distance. The text
says, “If you stood on Schaar’s Bluff thousands of years ago, you would have seen Native
American camps up and down the river’s edge. Their fires were beacons in the night.”
In an evocative statement, the words give visitors a sense of the deep history of the
land. The next box has pictures of different individuals appearing to enjoy the outdoors
in front of a picture of Spring Lake. At the bottom are cutouts of a picnic basket and of
the Sorg pot, a Woodland-era vessel from the Sorg site below the bluffs. The text says,
“Welcome to your park. People have been gathering in this place for 8,000 years. You
are as much a part of it as anyone or thing has ever been.” This box instills within
visitors a feeling that they belong in the park, and they are part of a community who
engages with the land. The next box highlights the changes to the landscape made by
the railroad industry. One sign points to continuity, telling visitors that birds have
always migrated through the park, witnessing the change as part of the land’s history.
The final box shows pictures of how the lock and dam in Hastings flooded Spring Lake,
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and asks visitors, “How will our actions today shape this place tomorrow?” The shadow
boxes show visitors their place in a landscape with a deep history and appeals to
visitors’ sense of connection to think about the land’s future. While the shadow boxes
do not state a specific tribe, they do include Indigenous people in visitors’
understanding of the land.

Figure 3.4 Image of sign at Spring Lake Park. Photo by author, November 9, 2019, Schaar’s Bluff Gathering
Center.

The main grassy area holds three weathered panels made by the National Park
Service and Dakota County. Two of the panels do not mention Native people at all, one
discussing the importance of the Mississippi River, and one discussing how the lock and
dam changed the river. The third sign (figure 3.4), titled, “The River Below: What Do
You See?” points out three focal points on the horizon and states some information.
One focal point is Grey Cloud Island. The sign says that “people have called Grey Cloud
Island home for nearly 3,000 years. Present day Grey Cloud Island was named after a
Native American woman, Mahkpia-hoto-win, or ‘Grey Cloud.’” Like in the gathering
center, this sign does not specify a Native group, and refers to Native Americans as a
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single group. It does not state who Mahkpia-hoto-win was, or why the island was
named for her. The sign treats the island’s history as a fun fact, not as something to
understand deeply. The next section of text discusses the gravel mine and says that
“European settlement of the area changed the landscape of Grey Cloud Island,” not
mentioning that the mining has destroyed sacred land. It is possible the sign does not
mention the specifics of habitation on the island in order to protect the burials located
there, but in doing so, it understates the impact that European settlement had on the
sacred ground.
Four new-looking panels dot the trail around the grassy area. These signs share
the type of base as the cardinal direction panels and were designed by 106 Group—a
Twin Cities-based CRM firm—in consultation with the federally recognized Dakota
communities in Minnesota. All the signs mention Native Americans, both in general
and by tribe, as integral actors in the area’s history.

Figure 3.5 Image of “8,000 Years” at Spring Lake Park. Photo by author, November 9, 2019, Schaar’s Bluff
Gathering Center.
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The first sign (figure 3.5), titled “8,000 Years,” has a large picture of a crosssection of a tree, and under the heading “An Amazing History,” gives an overview of
the many ways people have used and changed the land in the past 8,000 years. The first
paragraph draws upon archaeological evidence to discuss the Indigenous past, invoking
the idea that “beneath your feet lies 8,000 years of human history.” The second
paragraph discusses the significance of the land to European settlers. The final
paragraph asks visitors, “What will people know of us and our actions 8,000 years from
now?” and prompts them to “learn from the land and its cultural heritage and [ensure]
that it remains a special place for future generations.” Like in the gathering center, this
sign invokes people’s sense of connection to a large timescale to incite care and
reciprocity toward those who come after them, drawing upon Dakota values of
relationship.

Figure 3.6 Image of “River Stories” at Spring Lake Park. Photo by author, November 9, 2019, Schaar’s

Bluff Gathering Center.
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The next sign (figure 3.6), “River Stories,” tells visitors about the place of “the
Mighty Waters” in both Native and European settler cultures. Firstly, the sign teaches
readers that the name Mississippi itself comes from an Ojibwe name for the river, Misi
zibi, and then notes that the confluence of the river with the Minnesota river—Bdote—
is where the Dakota people trace their origin. The sign then goes on to mention Mark
Twain’s association of the Mississippi River as a place where one can always find
something new. The sign then affirms Twain’s statement and encourages visitors to
“explore the reserve and compose your own river story.”

Figure 3.7 Image of “Flight” at Spring Lake Park. Photo by author, November 9, 2019, Schaar’s
Bluff Gathering Center.

A third sign (figure 3.7), “Flight,” talks about bird migrations through the park,
saying they are ancient, and encourages visitors to keep the park and air clean so that
the migrations can continue. To highlight the ancient nature of the migrations, the sign
mentions that “some of the earliest Native American residents of the area likely
marked the cycles of the seasons by the flight of birds.” This statement is an
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assumption that uses Native Americans to reinforce the idea of cycles of seasons and
connections between people in the park throughout time.

Figure. 3.8 Image of “Artifacts” at Spring Lake Park. Photo by author, November 9, 2019, Schaar’s
Bluff Gathering Center.

The final sign (figure 3.8), “Artifacts,” uses the Sorg pot to introduce visitors to
the region’s archaeology and why it matters. The first paragraph defines artifacts and
states that “archeologists depend on artifacts to interpret the events of long ago.” This
paragraph enforces the idea that archaeology is a science to decode otherwise
unknowable histories. The next paragraph describes the Sorg pot, its age, and potential
use. Then, the sign lists other types of artifacts found in the area before saying that
they are the “tangible traces of history,” which “are an intrinsic part of the park’s
landscape and its hidden stories.” Again, the sign argues the importance of archaeology
as a lens to understand history, while implying that there are intangible elements, too.
The sign does not mention Indigenous knowledge of the past at all and sensationalizes
archaeology as a way to help people understand something that is hidden from them.
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Indian Mounds Regional Park

Figure 3.9 Image of plaque for “Carver’s Cave” at Indian Mounds Regional Park. Photo by author,
November 8, 2019, Indian Mounds Regional Park.

Indian Mounds Regional Park in Saint Paul, located just down the road from
Bruce Vento Nature Sanctuary/Wakáŋ Tipi Center, contains a number of interpretive
signs. Near the Northwest entrance to the park is a sign from 1965 for Carver’s Cave,
the settler name for Wakáŋ Tipi. The sign focuses on Carver’s view of the cave, not the
Dakota significance. It diminishes the importance of the site to the Dakota by
phonetically spelling out the phrase “Wakon-teebe” instead of using the actual Dakota
name Wakáŋ Tipi. The narrative centers the white settler as a hero and the person
visitors should associate with the cave. The sign, created by the City of Saint Paul and
the Minnesota Historical Society, highlights Jonathan Carver’s expeditions to the
Minnesota territory in the 1700s, whereupon he came across the cave with ancient
Dakota writings. The sign quotes some of Carver’s words about the cave and paints him
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as a hero for trying to get the “Sioux” to ally with the British instead of the French in
1767. The sign, which predates the American Indian Movement, reflects the time when
it was created, when Dakota perspectives and voices were even less prioritized than
today.

Figure 3.10 Image of “Indian Burial Mounds” sign at Indian Mounds Regional Photo by author, November
8, 2019, Indian Mounds Regional Park.

Further into the park are the six remaining mounds. One main sign acts as
interpretation, and it has no date. The sign, with the City of Saint Paul seal upon it,
focuses on the archaeological significance of the mounds. The writers avoid naming the
modern Tribe associated with the mounds, which is evident in the sign’s heading:
“Indian Burial Mounds.” The sign refers to those who built the mounds “between 1500
and 2000 years ago” as “Indian people.” The second paragraph claims that the group
who built the mounds “may have been a Hopewellian culture similar to groups in the
Ohio River valley.” The term “Hopewellian” comes not from an Indigenous group, but
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from the name of Mordecai Hopewell, the confederate veteran of the Civil War who
owned an Ohio property containing mounds which typify Hopewellian sites (Lepper
2005).
The sign paints the Indigenous peoples who built the mounds as separate from
the present. The first paragraph says the mounds “remind us of the diverse peoples and
cultures that flourished here long before the first European explorers arrived in the
late 1600’s.” This statement insinuates that the “diverse peoples and cultures” were no
longer present by the time Europeans arrived, emphasizing the idea of terra nullius, the
idea uncolonized land belonged to nobody, and therefore colonizers could claim it as
property. The statement appears to be written by non-Native archaeologists or
historians, as they separate the Woodland-era peoples from the present-day Dakota.
Dakota people believe they have been in Mni Sota Makoce since the beginning of time,
and this conflicts with archaeologists’ arguments about human migration. This
epistemological disconnect is furthered in the second paragraph, which claims the
people who built the mounds left the area and “probably...were eventually assimilated
into other regional groups.” After speaking with my Dakota collaborators, I learned
that Mdewakanton Dakota people would not describe the people who built the mounds
in this way; most visitors might assume that non-Dakota people built the mounds,
misunderstanding concepts of kinship in the merging and splitting of groups. To avoid
confusion and the possibility of visitors attributing the mounds to non-Dakota people,
they might simply say that Dakota ancestors or relatives built them.
This sign at Mounds Park appears to apply a purely archaeological lens, and one
that is not Indigenous. The approach aligns with an interpretation using processual
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archaeology framework, which favors singular truth as determined by scientific data.
The focus on dates and archaeological terminology, as well as the exclusion of the
Dakota, suggest the sign makers used archaeology as the only lens through which to
interpret the mounds.
The physical context of the mounds affects how visitors interact with the sacred
site. The park has a playground and a picnic pavilion across the street from the
Mounds, which local families use for recreation. Franky Jackson, a member of the THPO
office for Prairie Island Indian Community, says that “in our community, Indian
Mounds Park is a cemetery and should be treated as one,” condemning alcohol and
drug use in the park (Walsh 2019).
In addition to the park’s context as a place of play, another historic site
dominates the view, overshadowing the mounds physically and metaphorically. A large
structure, labelled as the “Indian Mounds Park ‘Airway’ Beacon” towers one hundred
feet above the bluffs, and has a large interpretive plaque set into stone that details its
importance to the history of air travel and the postal service (Trimble, n.d). Erected in
1995, the plaque faces the road from a constructed brick base and features more
prominently in the park than the sign interpreting the mounds, which sits in the
middle of a grass area on a single metal pole.

Bruce Vento Nature Sanctuary/Wakáŋ Tipi Center
Established in 2005, the Bruce Vento Nature Sanctuary (BVNS) in St. Paul is one
of the few public parks in the Twin Cities with interpretive signage for Dakota sites that
partnered with the tribes to create it. The signs show Dakota presence as ubiquitous
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throughout the Mississippi River corridor and show that Dakota people maintain
relationships to the land today, despite the United States government’s efforts to
extinguish them. In the next few years, a new interpretive center called the Wakáŋ Tipi
Center will open (“Wakáŋ Tipi Center” 2018).

Figure 3.11 Image of “Nature and history in the Phalen Creek Valley” at BVNS. Photo by author, November
8, 2019, Bruce Vento Nature Sanctuary.

Just inside the park entrance, six interpretive panels stand in a circle. The first
panel (figure 3.11), with the heading “Nature and history in the Phalen Creek Valley,”
introduces the land by addressing the visitor, saying, “You are standing on a place that
has been important to people for thousands of years...A cave in the bluff known as
Wakan Tipi or Spirit House was and is considered a sacred place to Dakota people.” The
sign centers the site’s Dakota significance first and includes a timeline of the region’s
history from 10000 BCE to 1851 AD, specifically mentioning treaties. It also mentions
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the era when people built the mounds still standing at Mounds Park, connecting it to a
greater landscape. The sign decenters the settler presence of the region further by
putting the name St. Anthony Falls in quotes and calling it the English name for the
waterfall.

Figure 3.12 Image of “Dakota life along Wakpa Tanka” at BVNS. Photo by author, November 8, 2019, Bruce
Vento Nature Sanctuary.

The second sign is called “Dakota life along Wakpa Tanka,” centering Dakota
stories and language. The three short paragraphs describe life along the river,
specifically at Taoyateduta’s (Little Crow) village Kaposia and how members would visit
Wakáŋ Tipi. The sign defines some Dakota terms to the side, has a picture of
Taoyateduta, and a map that points out some Dakota sites on the Mississippi River. The
map was provided by the Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community, and says so on the
sign. It gives a link to the tribe’s official website for more information. This sign
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incorporates succinctly the seasonal interaction with the land and puts the site in
conversation with Kaposia and the greater Mississippi River in the metro area.

Figure 3.13 (left) Image of “A time of environmental and cultural change” at BVNS. Photo by author,
November 8, 2019, Bruce Vento Nature Sanctuary. And Figure 3.14 (right) Image of fourth panel at BVNS.
Photo by author, November 8, 2019, Bruce Vento Nature Sanctuary.

The third panel (figure 3.13), “A time of environmental and cultural change,”
begins by saying that “in the 1850s, the Dakota were forced to leave, and Saint Paul’s
early settlers occupied the land.” It has a timeline from 1855 to 2005 which explains the
development of the land for railroads and the destruction of the local environment
before it became a nature sanctuary. The fourth panel (figure 3.14) presents a map of
the sanctuary that points out historic sites, restoration areas, and the different
ecosystems preserved.
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Figure 3.15 Image of “Preserving History on the Land” at BVNS. Photo by author, November 8, 2019, Bruce
Vento Nature Sanctuary.

The fifth panel, titled “Preserving history on the land,” tells visitors how the
park preserves the remnants of industry and the natural “features that attracted the
Hopewell culture and Dakota people to the area.” It features pictures of both Native and
historic areas, including an image from 2000 when Dakota elders helped restore the
environment at Wakáŋ Tipi’s entrance. The sign also lists community partners—
nonprofit, government, and tribal—and shows a picture of the community coming
together to clean up the litter before the sanctuary opened.
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Figure 3.16 Image of “Sanctuary for people and wildlife” at BVNS. Photo by author, November 8, 2019,
Bruce Vento Nature Sanctuary.

The final panel (figure 3.16), “Sanctuary for people and wildlife,” highlights the
time and effort it takes to restore a destroyed wetland, and provides a phone number
for people to call who are interested in helping the land come “‘full circle’ back to
nature.” This idea of “full circle” invokes Dakota ideas of history’s circularity and
returning to the land after removal. This idea is supported by a poem that is carved into
the metal panel frames, with a few lines on each panel, by James Silas Rogers. The poem
invokes the seasons on the Mississippi River, and says, “Now is the time for thinking of
cycles/...Leaves not two weeks old/ are made new a second time/ in the evening sun”
(Rogers 2006).
In addition to the interpretive panels, the Mississippi National River and
Recreation Area has an audio tour of the 72 miles of park, and one of their stops is at
the sanctuary. If visitors call the number listed on a sign, a man’s voice tells them about
the history of the railroad occupation and the contamination it caused. It then tells
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visitors about the community effort to restore the ecosystems with native plants. It also
details plans for the future, including plans to build an interpretive center.
Overall, the interpretive approach reflects the collaboration with Dakota
communities, succeeding in presenting Dakota connection to the land as ancient and
persistent. The signs also invoke relationships with the Tribes as integral to preserving
and restoring the land, thus incorporating Dakota values of kinship and responsibility
to land and future generations.
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Chapter 4: KONHSA Signage Content and Development
Signage Methodology
The theoretical framework for the signs comes primarily from Freeman Tilden’s
seminal work, Interpreting Our Heritage, which provides six foundational principles of
interpretation (2008).
1. Any interpretation that does not somehow relate to what is being
displayed or described to something within the personality or the
experience of the visitor will be sterile.
2. Information, as such, is not interpretation. Interpretation is
revelation based upon information. But they are entirely
different things. However, all interpretation includes
information.
3. Interpretation is an art that combines many arts, whether the
materials presented are scientific, historical, or architectural.
Any art is in some degree teachable.
4. The chief aim of interpretation is not instruction but provocation
5. Interpretation should aim to present a whole, rather than a part,
and must address itself to the whole man
6. Interpretation addressed to children (say, up to the age of twelve)
should not be a dilution of the presentation to adults but should
follow a fundamentally different approach. To be at its best it will
require a separate program (Tilden & Craig 2008).
Especially relevant to this project is point number four, the assertion that
interpretation must provoke something in visitors, and my goal with creating signs is
to provoke visitors to think about the history of the land they occupy and ask
themselves about the indigenous peoples no longer present upon it.
Beverly Serrell, who wrote the foundational text Exhibit Labels: an Interpretive
Approach, draws upon Tilden’s principles to give guidelines for museum labels (1996).
Although she developed her guidelines for exhibit labels in museum contexts, her
concepts work in non-museum settings, as well. Specifically, she argues that each
exhibit must be guided by a single “big idea,” which clearly communicates the exhibit’s
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intentions. Each interpretive sign must have a communication goal that aligns with the
big idea. I drew from her assertion that different modalities of presenting information
keep visitors interested and engaged, as well as allow visitors with different learning
styles to access information. For example, use text, images, icons, and interactive
material within an exhibit. Regarding textual advice for writing “visitor-friendly
labels,” Serrell (1996) advises developers to begin with sensory information related to
the visitor’s position, such as what they can see, hear, touch, do, or smell. She advises
chunking up text because readers are more likely to read shorter captions, and to vary
sentence length, keeping most of them under 30 words. In terms of material, she claims
that quotations can add voice to labels where necessary.
I also utilized the National Park Service guide to Wayside Exhibits (National
Park Service 2009), which, though specific to the Park Service regulations, gives
guidelines for designing and writing signs, including creating a purpose statement for
each sign, using only as much text as a visitor can read in 45 seconds, and keeping
content related to the landscape itself. It also gives recommendations for fabrication.

Signage Content
The timeline of signage design and production and the timeline of my thesis do
not line up perfectly. By the time I have written and defended my thesis, I will still be
working on finalizing the design and making final edits before fabrication. My
collaborators’ schedules precluded them from working under the pressure of an early
Spring deadline, and I did not want to pressure them to approve signs they did not feel
entirely confident about. While the content of the signs will likely not change, the
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images and organization of content may change slightly in final edits. I will also work
with my collaborators to choose consistent spellings and orthography for Dakota
words. The current drafts utilize the orthography from Dakhóta Iápi Okhódakičhiye, a
Dakota language institute that produced a Dakota language keyboard (2017).
The first sign, currently titled “Imnizaska,” (figure 4.1) aims to place visitors
within the landscape. Both signs will eventually stand near the trailhead, looking East
toward the river. Imnizaska is the name for the modern-day St. Paul area, referring to
the white cliffs that characterize the river’s edge. The background image on the first is
an edited version of an image of the landscape from the signs’ eventual location, taken
by a student who conducted biological research at KONHSA for two summers. Below
the image will be a map of the Mississippi and Minnesota River corridor with
significant Dakota sites, going as far West as the Shakopee Mdewakanton trust land and
as far East as the Prairie Island Indian Community land. The map has these sites
because commonly available maps produced by Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux
Community and Prairie Island Indian Community show these same locations. The map
is currently unfinished because I do not yet have the source maps from my
collaborators. The map is oriented with North up because that orientation is most
intuitive, given where the signs will be placed. Although Dakota worldview
traditionally treats South as up, my collaborators stated that having an intuitive map
orientation was more important than demonstrating the Dakota view. The combination
of these two images allows visitors to place themselves within the larger landscape, and
to understand that the land at KONHSA belongs to a greater picture that spans breadth
of space and depth of time.
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Figure 4.1 Sign 1, created by Abby Thomsen, Upper Sioux Community THPO, Lower Sioux Community THPO, and Prairie Island Indian Community
THPO. Unpublished.

The main body of text, titled “Deep History” says:
“Since time immemorial, Dakota people and their ancestors have called
this land home. Imnizaska, meaning white rock, refers to the white cliffs
along the river in current-day St. Paul. Dakota people, specifically the
Mdewakanton Dakota continue to maintain a relationship to this land.
This preserved landscape exists as part of Mni Sota Makoce.”
The wording “since time immemorial” avoids the language of specific dates for
Indigenous presence on the land, which remains highly controversial. My collaborators
chose this phrasing to indicate a deep depth of time that suggests eternity without
naming a date decided upon by archaeologists. The reference to the sign’s title in the
Dakota language places the Dakota name for the area in conversation with present-day
landmarks. The final sentence names the Mdewakanton Dakota as the band most
connected to the land and highlights that they remain connected to the land. Even
though Macalester owns the land, they are still connected.
The quote from a member of Upper Sioux Community in the course of this
project expands upon that continued connection. The quote reads:
“Returning to our homeland is not just about the resources or the land
itself. When we bury our dead here, when we do ceremony here, when
we cry here, when we do those things, we’re connected. We’re spiritually
connected because our essence is here and has been for thousands of
years.”
These words emphasize the continued connection Mdewakanton Dakota people
have with the land at KONHSA. The community member mentions actions that
their ancestors did on the landscape that tied them and their descendants to it
forever. Even though no burials exist on the property, burials exist nearby, and
this land remains part of that landscape.
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Figure 4.2 Sign 2, created by Abby Thomsen, Upper Sioux Community THPO, Lower Sioux Community THPO, and Prairie Island Indian Community
THPO. Unpublished.

The second sign, “Embodying Dakota Values,” (figure 4.2) aims to introduce
visitors to seven core Dakota values and how to embody them on the land at KONHSA
and when they leave. It lists seven core values in the Dakota language first, with the
English translation in smaller font beneath. This choice highlights the Dakota language
as most prominent and relevant, subverting the convention of having English as a
default. The values are Wóohoda/Oho’da (respect), Wauŋšida (compassion), Wóuŋšida
(humility), Wóksape (wisdom), Wówašake (strength), Wóokiya (helpful), and Mitakuye
Owas'iŋ (we are all related). My collaborators chose these values from a list created by
Daḳota Wic̣oḣ’aŋ, a non-profit that creates educational curriculum about the Dakota
language (Daḳota Wic̣oḣ’aŋ 2017).
My collaborators and I brainstormed actions that visitors can take that embody
these values both while they interact with the land at KONHSA, and when they leave.
We separated these actions into three categories: respect the land, respect the place,
and respect the people. “Respect the Land” contains the following actions: stay on
trails, pick up trash, leave other living beings in peace (plants, animals, etc.), and don’t
disturb archaeological work. Currently, a call-out box with the same color frame as the
center text contains an image showing students walking along the trails, and a caption
says “Please respect all living beings on this land by staying on the trails and by
practicing leaving no trace. “Respect the Place” contains: leave offerings (food,
beverages, tobacco, or prayer ties), learn the history, share this place’s teachings with
others, and preserve the place for those who come next. The call-out box for this
section will contain an image of what an offering might look like, so unfamiliar visitors
can recognize offerings and not disturb them. Its caption contains a message from the
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THPOs saying, “The Dakota Tribes ask that we all be considerate of Ina Maka when
leaving offerings by placing them directly on the ground or by using eco-friendly
materials.” “Respect the People” contains: repatriate land; honor those who came
before, those who are still here, and those who will be here in the future; be an ally to
Native communities; and question histories that erase Native people. The call-out box
for this section currently contains (with the artist’s permission) my own photo of a
public mural on the side of the Minneapolis American Indian Center by artist Gregg
Deal called “I See Generations” (Deal 2015). The caption for that call-out has not been
decided upon.
All these actions correspond to multiple values, and the three elements for
visitors to respect intertwine, as well. We tried visualizing the many connections
between values and actions before deciding on putting actions within a circle that
holds them all together, superimposed upon an image of the landscape. The sign will
also contain a section with the logos of the three THPOs and Macalester College. A
caption will state the collaborative nature of the interpretive project.
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Chapter 5: The Process of Collaboration
The Process
For this collaborative process, I reached out first to people I had met before. In
December 2018, I contacted a representative from the Tribal Historic Preservation
Office (THPO) for Upper Sioux Community who spoke to my Cultural Resource
Management class at Macalester the previous spring. I told them about my idea to
create interpretive signs for the sites at KONHSA and asked if they would be willing to
act as a mentor. They agreed. They acted as my mentor throughout the year-and-a-half
long project, helping me narrow my focus, make connections with other collaborators,
and begin to understand Dakota ways of knowing.
In the summer of 2019, I first held collaborative conversations with non-Dakota
CRM professionals in the Twin Cities who had experience consulting or collaborating
with Dakota groups for excavations or interpretations. With their consent, I recorded
and transcribed all four conversations with five collaborators. Again, I drew upon
connections from my CRM class at Macalester. I met with non-Dakota collaborators
first for a number of reasons. Firstly, I wanted to assess the feasibility of different ideas
for signage with people highly familiar with interpreting archaeological sites for
archaeologists and the general public. Secondly, I wanted to workshop initial content
with people who would have to expend less emotional labor than Dakota people to do
so. Thirdly, I wanted to ask non-Native people about their experiences working with
Dakota people to interpret sites and for advice to me on basic matters of terminology
and cultural sensitivity. Fourthly, I asked for their advice on which interpreted sites to
visit in order to see examples of successful collaboration. Finally, it simply took less
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time to establish connections with Twin Cities-located non-Dakota people during the
field season than with representatives from the Dakota Communities.
The THPO from Upper Sioux Community helped me build connections with my
Dakota collaborators, offering names for me to contact. I reached out to representatives
from the Tribal Historic Preservation Offices at Lower Sioux Indian Community and
Prairie Island Indian Community, as well as to the Cultural Resources Department at
Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community. Representatives from Lower Sioux and
Prairie Island agreed to participate, while my contact at Shakopee deferred to the
younger officials at other communities and declined to participate himself.
My collaboration with Dakota representatives took on a different form from my
recorded conversations with non-Dakota collaborators. Instead of having one-on-one
intentional and recorded conversations, I organized digital conference calls to
workshop the signage content. We met virtually multiple times over four months.
Before the meetings, I emailed drafts of the signs for my collaborators to critique. These
drafts were based on conversations with my collaborator from Upper Sioux Community
and with Dr. Legge, my advisor. I put forth ideas based on our conversations and on my
research. With consent, I audio recorded and transcribed these calls for the purpose of
having a record of what everyone said to aid in my recollection when editing the signs.
In these calls, I introduced the ideas I brought forth that day and asked for questions
and critiques. In every conversation, I reiterated that I did not feel wedded to any idea I
put forth and welcomed new ideas and critiques of my own. We used the first meetings
to solidify the general concepts the signs would convey, and the later meetings to fine-
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tune the language and design. I also communicated via email with my collaborators
between meetings.

Lessons from Collaboration with non-Dakota CRM professionals
My meetings with non-Dakota collaborators left me with six main take-aways.
The first was the affirmation, by people who follow federally mandated consultation,
that consultation with tribes is not the same as collaboration. My collaborators told me
anecdotes of THPOs they knew who are often inundated by consultation requests and
are rarely able to give them more than a cursory glance before approving or denying
them. They told me this fact is not THPOs’ fault but is a result of understaffed and
underfunded THPO offices and a high number of requests for consultation.
As a result, the non-Native CRM professionals I spoke with highlighted the
importance of working collaboratively and building relationships with tribes past the
requirements of NHPA section 106. Those collaborators who had worked directly with
tribal representatives noted that showing respect and a willingness to listen helped
them build these relationships and to do interpretation or survey work of which both
the Native and non-Native collaborators felt proud.
A second take-away from my meetings taught me that no matter the strength of
a collaborative relationship, people working on a project will always disagree. No end
of a partnership represents a monolithic voice. My non-Native collaborators all
highlighted how they often experience disagreements among members of the same
community. This insight should not surprise anyone, but the fact that all collaborators
mentioned it indicates that CRM officials may have once expected total agreement
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among all Dakota collaborators. I received different pieces of advice on how to navigate
these conflicts when presenting interpretation.
Thirdly, these meetings helped me understand that sites, whose boundaries
archaeologists set somewhat arbitrarily, are a limiting lens through which to view the
landscapes and people they represent. Multiple collaborators with backgrounds in
archaeological excavation noted they find it easy to fall into the trap of seeing sites as
isolated, instead of as pieces of a larger landscape that spans space and time.
Additionally, I took away a sense of ambivalence toward the role of data in
archaeological interpretation. CRM professionals are trained empirically, and thus
implicitly believe in the importance of hard data to support their findings. But my
collaborators acknowledged that this reliance on data and desire to highlight it in
interpretation often brought up conflict during their collaborative projects with Dakota
representatives. While my collaborators talked about this, they expressed reluctance
toward decentering data in reports of their findings, both in written reports and in
interpretive signage.
I also received clarification on an epistemological error I made. I had called the
sites at KONHSA and Pine Bend non-sacred sites, as opposed to sites I thought were
sacred to Dakota people, like burials. My collaborators told me this was not a
dichotomy they perceived in their interaction with Dakota people and archaeological
sites, that no binary exists between the sacred and non-sacred. Instead, some sites—
such as burials—are more sensitive than others. When I spoke with my Dakota
collaborators, their language reflected differing levels of sensitivity rather than
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sacredness. I learned that just because the sites at KONHSA do not house burials or
places of ceremony, they are not non-sacred.
Finally, my conversations with these collaborators heightened in me a sense of
tension between the ideals of preservation and the practice of CRM archaeology, which
is by nature destructive. All my non-Native collaborators expressed a conviction that
their work helped to preserve Indigenous cultural resources. However, I began to
wonder if excavation for the purpose of identifying the presence of a site (when it is
not done as a step in developing land) does much to protect it. By removing artifacts
from the ground, the site is disturbed, not left as those who left it intended, and it
cannot be restored. Although some may argue that one can only protect a site if one
knows it exists, I argue that excavation and empirical evidence is not the only way of
confirming its existence. Indigenous belief systems often ensure the transmission of
important ancestral places. Would it not be enough to believe Indigenous peoples
instead of digging for confirmation?

Lessons from Collaboration with Dakota Community Representatives
In addition to contributing to the creation of the signs themselves, my meetings
with my Dakota collaborators helped me navigate Dakota frameworks. I am grateful for
the emotional and intellectual labor my collaborators used to teach me about their
worldviews, and for their patience as I worked to absorb their lessons and apply them
to how I thought about the signs. They helped me wrestle with multiple topics,
including empiricism, linearity, the concept of Mitakuye Owas’iŋ, and my desire to focus
on the U.S.-Dakota War.
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Empiricism
I entered into this project fully expecting to make signs which relied upon the
archaeological excavations to support their assertions. I was raised to believe in the
scientific method as the soundest way of finding evidence to support one’s points.
Thus, I began this project thinking empirically, implicitly believing artifacts and
archaeological evidence to be the most truthful way of presenting the land’s Native
history to visitors.
Quickly, and due to conversations with my Dakota collaborators, I realized the
unimportance of the archaeological evidence to what they wanted to say. Although
artifacts with carbon dates may sway a skeptical visitor into believing that Indigenous
people inhabited the land for at least some number of years, I should not make signs to
sway said skeptic. While carbon dates can earn credibility with visitors steeped in
empirical epistemologies, the very act of catering to empirical credibility diminishes
and denounces the importance of non-empirical ways of knowing. Dakota oral histories
and origin stories tell us that they and their ancestors have been here for thousands of
years. Dakota people need no physical evidence to know that. If these signs are to
portray a Dakota way of knowing the land, they must not simultaneously undermine
and devalue it.
The rejection of empiricism resulted in my understanding that archaeological
terminology reinforces archaeology’s othering of Indigenous peoples. The terms such
as Archaic period, or Oneota culture, assign white archaeologist names to Indigenous
communities and traditions. They also serve as an empirical way of viewing cultures
and traditions that did not and do not primarily use that lens, making them scientific
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subjects. Collectively, my collaborators and I decided to avoid any archaeological terms
within the signs.

Mitakuye Owas'iŋ
Mitakuye Owas'iŋ, the Dakota teaching that says we are all related, informs those
who grew up with the idea to treat all things, seen and unseen, as equal and deserving
of respect. As someone raised in a non-Native culture, I struggled to understand how
Mitakuye Owas'iŋ manifests in all one’s interactions. One time, when my Dakota
collaborators patiently explained the teaching to me, I found myself writing a chart
with the benefits of treating different beings as relatives and the consequences of not
doing so. I sheepishly admitted this to my collaborator on the phone, and in that
moment, I realized the distance I had to cover to understand what it means to live with
Mitakuye Owas'iŋ as a founding principle. Because I was not raised thinking and acting
this way, I can never understand it like someone who was. I have done my best to see
the barriers to my understanding and work through them.
I had to rethink the way I thought about my own field of work, Cultural
Resource Management Archaeology. Multiple times when I used the word “resources”
with my Dakota collaborators, they expressed distaste. They told me that the word
implies something which can be extracted for personal gain. This implied potential for
exploitation undermines the fundamental value of protection of so-called cultural
resources which CRM touts. By viewing the land, the artifacts, and the stories that
come along with them as resources, one does not follow the fundamental principle
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Mitakuye Owas'iŋ. To treat the land and all it holds as a resource is to treat it as less than
oneself, not as a relative deserving equal respect.

Linearity
In writing this document, I often became frustrated by the linear nature of a
thesis framework. I have separated the thesis into sections or chapters, focusing on the
archaeology, the recent history, the geographical connections, etc. Especially in the
literature review, I struggled to find a cohesive, linear way of portraying the history of
the KONHSA sites because none of the history is linear. Each idea has connections to
other ideas. For example, I had to tell the history of occupation on the land that is now
KONHSA in a linear fashion. The U.S.-Dakota War, though there is no physical evidence
of it or of Medicine Bottle’s village on the property, is directly connected to the current
ownership of the land by white people, but I had to focus on the years between the
1860s and the 1960s before making those connections, in order to preserve a linear
narrative easily readable by academics. Another example is that I wished to talk about
the breadth of connection the KONHSA sites have to other places, through both time
and space. In the Woodland period, the sites were directly connected to Spring Lake
and beyond, and during the early 1800s, the sites were part of the landscape of
Medicine Bottle’s village. But in writing the literature review, a history of the land, I
had to tell the story from past to present, and thus the emphasis that these connections
to the broader landscape continued for millennia was slightly diminished by my having
to talk about the intervening eras between the Woodland period and the treaty era.
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In an ideal world, I would present the archaeological evidence and the history of
the land in a way that is dynamic—in the style of a mind map. In this format, I could
emphasize connections between ideas that thread through different ways of looking at
Ordway. For example, I could highlight seasonal living and how it portrays the idea of
land as a relative in the archaeological data section. The archaeological evidence
supports that Dakota people and their ancestors used the land at KONHSA multiple
times for short periods, returning in cycles in order to not strip a single spot of
resources. The presentation of archaeological data in a format congruent with CRM
reports does not allow ample room to connect nuances such as that to the artifacts.
Additionally, I could highlight a theme of leaving and returning, as the people
who inhabited the sites did. That theme returns when I discuss the Dakota’s forced
removal from their ancestral lands and their current work to return. These ideas
correspond to ideas of history’s circularity in Dakota belief systems. I hope that readers
ascertain themes that run throughout the thesis and make connections that even I
myself have missed. If I were to continue work on Ordway, I would like to present the
land’s story in a way more conducive to connections otherwise hindered by a linear
academic framework.

Focus on the U.S.-Dakota War
I grew up outside of Minnesota; therefore, I had no knowledge of the U.S.Dakota War of 1862 until I began this project. When I learned the specifics of the
genocide committed against Dakota people in Minnesota, I felt horrified. I wondered
how many other white settler descendants knew nothing of the conflict, and upon
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asking friends, family, and classmates, I learned that most of them were ignorant.
Informed by my Jewish ancestry, I felt the need to educate others about genocide
committed on the land I now inhabited, perpetrated by relatives of my white ancestors.
However, I soon came to realize that focusing the signs around the U.S.-Dakota War of
1862 did not align with my Dakota collaborators’ desires. I heard from them that much
of Dakota-focused interpretation or educational content in Minnesota focuses on this
event, at the expense of content which highlights the survival and resilience of Dakota
people. While I wished to shed light upon a horrific event in the interest of educating
my white relatives, I realized exclusively doing so reinforced narratives of pain and
trauma as the dominant narratives around Dakota people today. Education around the
events of 1862 has become more widespread in Minnesota public education of history.
Young Minnesotans are starting to learn that history in schools and from museums as a
result of Dakota activism. I realized I did not need to add my perspective to that
discourse by making more signs about it. Instead, I had to listen to my collaborators,
who wanted to use this platform to highlight more neglected aspects of Dakota life. I
realized that my desire to focus on the war and genocide perpetuated the myth of the
vanishing Indian and relegated the Dakota people in the past.
As this collaborative process continues, I continue to learn from my partners.
Because the signs do not need to go to print until after this thesis is completed, I will
likely learn more about these frameworks I have had to unpack. My collaborators and I
will have more conference calls where we workshop the signs. This project does not
end with my thesis, as we have not had ample time to revise the signs to a point where
all collaborators feel ready to send them to fabrication.
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Overall, I learned invaluable lessons from all my collaborators, both Dakota and
non-Dakota. From my non-Native CRM partners, I learned to re-frame archaeological
ideas of space, as well as how I might approach collaboration. My Dakota collaborators
not only helped me learn what effective representative signage entails, they also
helped me unlearn empirical frameworks, critically view my positionality, and see the
land at KONHSA in new ways.
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Chapter 6: Recommendations for the Future
Beyond a Land Acknowledgment
I began this thesis with a land acknowledgment based upon Macalester College’s
own. The college’s land acknowledgment, developed in 2018 in collaboration with
Department of Multicultural Life and the student organization Proud Indigenous
Peoples for Education, reads as follows:
We would like to take a moment to honor the fact that we are on Dakota
land. This is the ancestral homeland of the Dakota people (particularly
the Sisseton and Wahpeton bands) who were forcibly exiled from the
land because of aggressive and persistent settler colonialism. I make this
acknowledgement to honor the Dakota people, ancestors and
descendants, as well as the land itself (Department of Multicultural Life
and Proud Indigenous Peoples for Education 2018).
Macalester invokes this statement at all-school gatherings and religious events, and
some faculty have begun to incorporate it into their syllabi. Students have become
familiar with it, but it is by no means ubiquitous at campus events. The
acknowledgment, while thoughtful, means little because Macalester has no current
official relationships with any Native American communities. The college is taking no
current action to build such relationships. The recent events on campus surrounding
the removal of Edward Neill’s name from the Humanities building came out of
Indigenous student activism. Any work to include Indigenous voices currently comes
from students and select faculty members who invite Indigenous individuals to their
classes. Macalester must go beyond a land acknowledgment to build real and lasting
relationships. Only then will a land acknowledgment hold moral weight.
At her talk, titled the “Next Energy Economy,” Anishinaabe activist Winona
LaDuke described the climate catastrophe as a “sacred opportunity” to create change
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and create a better future (LaDuke 2019). I believe her philosophy of optimism applies
to the KONHSA, as well. Despite Macalester’s lack of official partnerships with any
Native American communities, Macalester community members must not see
partnership as a lost cause. Instead, Macalester has an opportunity to build
relationships with Dakota communities in Minnesota, as we have no existing
permanent partnerships.
The most obvious way for Macalester to seize this sacred opportunity to create
change is to repatriate the land that is now KONHSA to the Mdewakanton Dakota.
However, Macalester is unlikely to do so, given that KONHSA acts as an asset to the
school’s educational potential. Additionally, the question that arises with regard to
repatriating both land and artifacts is: to whom should the land or artifacts be
repatriated? The politics regarding to which Dakota group the land and artifacts would
be repatriated might affect any decision to repatriate.
Until Macalester decides to repatriate the land currently known as KONHSA, the
land needs an official management plan for the cultural resources. Macalester ought to
follow the words of Leonard Forsman, the current chairman of the Suquamish Tribal
Council:
In regard to site ownership and control, sites need to be shared. The
landowner, whether public or private, may legally own the
archaeological site, but it really belongs to the affected tribe. The
archaeologist should serve both landowner and tribe equally (Forsman
1997).
Whatever the plan entails, be it a plan for future excavations, interpretation, or access,
Macalester must defer to the Dakota communities who were forcibly removed from the
land.
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For instance, in one of my conversations with my Dakota collaborators, they
mentioned that if Macalester continues to publicize the Indigenous presence at
KONHSA, they must assume that Dakota community members may wish to visit, and
possibly make offerings. There must be a system in place to educate those who manage
the property about what offerings look like and how they must treat them. Macalester
might even institute a program where Native students would care for offerings left on
the land. Again, Macalester must work with the Dakota communities to determine what
these programs might entail.
Macalester could also work with Dakota individuals to lead workshops about the
cultural significance of the land at KONHSA. These workshops could educate professors
on how to incorporate cultural content into their classes that utilize the property.
Currently, only the Cultural Resource Management course in Anthropology includes
the Indigenous presence at KONHSA as part of its syllabus. Any class or program where
students engage with KONHSA—whether educating elementary school students or
studying invasive species—ought to discuss the land’s significance to the Dakota people.
If non-Native professors feel uncomfortable leading those discussions, they should
invite descendants to help facilitate.
Furthermore, all academic departments that utilize KONHSA must incorporate
the land’s Dakota significance into their curriculum. Doing so may look different for
different departments, but they must collaborate with descendants to determine what
an inclusive and thoughtful curriculum entails. When Macalester utilizes KONHSA for
academic purposes without engaging with the Dakota significance, we reinforce terra
nullius and ignore our own history of how we acquired stolen land.
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Another question arises about KONHSA’s future, that of its name. Macalester
should collaborate with the Dakota Communities to decide if the property should have
a name that highlights the Dakota presence, as opposed to that of a woman with no
connection other than money and a love for prairie. KONHSA could become a part of
the global dialogue about reclaiming Indigenous place names. The logistics for
changing the name may be challenging, but Macalester must consider the message the
current name sends, especially in context of the newly highlighted Dakota connections.

Further Interpretive Work
In addition to what Macalester College can do to build connections with Dakota
communities, I argue that further interpretive work is necessary for KONHSA. While
writing my thesis, I often felt stuck within a traditional linear academic framework.
Even the standard font for academic writing does not accommodate the Dakota
language well. It is not on a list of recommended and freely downloadable fonts from
the Dakhóta Iápi Okhódakičhiye, or Dakota Language Society (Dakhóta Iápi
Okhódakičhiye 2017). For example, when writing the history of the land now called
KONHSA, I struggled to focus in my scope, as the land is part of a large landscape and
the stories involving it are numerous. The land now called KONHSA is a node in a web
of connections throughout time and space, and it is difficult to convey all the
connections when writing in a sequential framework for an academic audience. I wish
that I could have written this thesis like a web, with nodes and lines connecting them
to show the nuances that cannot be conveyed in this format.
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This frustration presents an opportunity for future work initiatives. I envision a
second interpretation project with a digital format. Continuing to work with the Dakota
communities, we would collaboratively create a digital storytelling project that allows
people to walk the trails at KONHSA. Users could view a map of the trails at KONHSA.
The map would have four layers, each representing one of the four seasons, with 360degree images of the same places on the trails at four different times of the year.
Similar to Google Street View, people could move along the trails as if they were there.
Each stop on the trails could have interpretive material developed in collaboration with
the Dakota partners.
A project like this one would build on the relationships created in this sign
project and provide a more accessible way for people to learn about KONHSA and its
Dakota significance. If people cannot travel to KONHSA, they may read the signs online
(by downloading this thesis), but they cannot experience the connection to the land
that viewing the signs in person provides. Creating a virtual tour of the property allows
not only people far away to access the property but allows people who cannot
physically walk the trails to experience the landscape and learn from it. Furthermore, a
digital project, if preserved, can last for a longer period of time than physical signs,
which may weather and become unreadable until someone raises money to replace
them. Digital projects can also be edited as information and terminology changes, while
physical signs represent ideas fixed in the time the creator fabricated them.
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Final Remarks
In this thesis, I have discussed the archaeological material at KONHSA and how
it fits into the greater landscape of Mni Sota Makoce in time and space. I have detailed
the historical context of archaeology as a nation-building tool to enforce why I chose to
follow the theoretical frameworks of Indigenous archaeology. I described my research
process, including how I worked collaboratively with representatives of Upper Sioux
Community, Lower Sioux Indian Community, and Prairie Island Indian Community. I
critically analyzed relevant concurrent discussions about Indigenous history and
representation in the Twin Cities and beyond, drawing from existing interpretations to
collaboratively create new signs. I showed the current progress of the collaborative
sign-making project and delineated each aspect of the signs’ content and design. I
reflected upon my collaboration with Dakota and non-Native partners and discussed
how my identity informed my experience working with them. Finally, I made
recommendations for the future at KONHSA and Macalester as a whole.
As heirs to colonial institutions and practices, both archaeological site
interpreters and Macalester College community members must actively build
relationships with communities our institutions and practices have marginalized. We
have the responsibility to provide seats at the metaphorical tables from which we have
excluded Indigenous peoples. In archaeological interpretation, interpreters should
follow collaborative methods and center the Indigenous voices and viewpoints and let
go of their own expectations and empirical frameworks. Interpreters must continue to
hold themselves accountable throughout the collaborative process. Having the
intention to center Indigenous voices does not translate to trusting relationships unless
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an interpreter acts upon those intentions by keeping open communication with their
collaborators on how to be more affirming, welcoming, and just.
More Macalester College community members—faculty, staff, students, etc.—
must actively build relationships with Indigenous groups, widening their focus to more
groups than the Mdewakanton Dakota communities. If the college wants the land
acknowledgment to mean more than empty words, its members must examine its own
roles in excluding Indigenous voices from campus, both historically and today. At
KONHSA, this examination may manifest as land repatriation, collaborative
management, interpretation, and programming, or something else entirely. On the
main campus, this examination must include active recruitment of Indigenous
students, faculty, and staff, as well as building support systems for them when they are
here. It may also include increased curriculum around Indigenous issues, as dictated by
Indigenous peoples themselves. My assertions here arise from my own limited
perspective as a non-Indigenous white student of this institution. Going forward,
Macalester must examine its own role and collaborate—not consult—with Indigenous
peoples to make our community more welcoming, equitable and just.
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